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Each generation is marked by some momentous, and
significant piece of history, usually an event that hap-
pened during their college years. There is something

about being in school during a time that turns our world on
its head. The baby boomer generation owns the Vietnam
War, generation X is marked by 9/11, and my generation
will forever be answering for the Trump presidency.
While the majority of my generation works toward educat-

ing itself on diversity and moving toward a more progressive
and accepting future, we were thrown into being inaccu-
rately represented by a leader who believes in the exact op-
posite. While the current administration (and President) have
done everything they can to put a wall between us and to
step back historically, our generation also has the power to
stop the backwards motion and propel the country forward.
We cannot afford to sit back while our country is high

jacked, causing the rest of the world to be perplexed by 
our actions. Dreamers cannot afford to live in fear of 
deportation. The LGBTQ community cannot afford to wait
for the homophobic “right” to accept them without vilifying
their character. Our planet cannot afford to go past the
point of no return; our elected representatives cannot be
paid off by fossil fuel companies who are subtly destroying
the environment.
Our words are essential to fight for a healthy future. Our

words will make us be heard and partner us in world-
changing decisions. I do not avoid political conversation in
fear of making others uncomfortable. Ignorance may be
bliss, but that bliss, that avoidance of the conversation at
the dinner table for fear of upsetting grandpa, brought us to
the present moment.
Journalism allows me to challenge the status quo and

bring humanity together on important issues. While life is
complicated and grey areas exist, Trump’s rhetoric leads
many people to think one way. Actual life stories and feet on
the ground reporting on those affected can bring under-
standing of the true situation. Stories about refugees striving
to make change in their community, local DACA students af-
fected by policy change, and women fighting for workplace
equality are inspiring stories I was lucky enough to cover. I
learned more by hearing these life stories from primary
sources than I ever have from listening to Trump.
Although my generation will forever be marked in text-

books by the dust cloud that is the Trump presidency, the
chapter is still to be written. Our words, our drive to fight
the status quo, and our ability to hear the voices that are so
often lost in the crowd, will give us the opportunity to be-
come a generation of merit. n

 Brooke A. Grasso, editor in chief
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shops. Big name stores sit next to mom and pop bou-
tiques; red telephone booths and even an origami
store provide a visual journey matched with a unique
shopping experience.
Irwindale for Santa Fe Dam recreation
This is the perfect stop for “outdoorsy” train riders.

The Santa Fe Dam recreation area is the place for hik-
ing, fishing or boating. Keep an eye out for events
held at this county park including the Renaissance
Pleasure Faire. Throughout April, escape this century
and surround yourself with beer, bratwurst and boun-
tiful costumes. The Gold Line is not only convenient
but also the safest form of transportation after you
drink all of those steins: “here ye’ here ye’.”
Highland Park and Heritage Square for history
This is one of those stops where, after browsing

through dated Yelp reviews, it read like a good idea
to get off the train. But abandoned buildings and
15-year-old skateboarders greeted me. Unfortu-
nately, by the time you notice this stop is not what
you thought it was, the doors have closed, and the

other passengers are watching in confusion as to why you
stepped off where you did. Luckily, in just seven minutes,
you can step back on to the next comforting train for better
adventures. For the more adventuresome: Bring your bike
on the train (for free) to visit restored homes in the Heritage
Park Museum for a flashback into Victorian-era art and cul-
ture. At just a mile away from the stop—a short bike ride
or 20 minute walk—will bring you to historical hot spots.
China Town for cultural adventure
Red, yellow and green traditional Chinese structures

make for an immediate cultural brand right out of the Gold
Line. A flowing rock fountain guided me under brand new
apartments, spitting me out onto a busy street full of food
vendors, street markets and even truck beds full of massive
red grapes. Locals walk up, cash in hand, pick a bundle of
grapes from the hundreds available and move on to find
other fresh fruit and vegetables along the street. Homeboy
Industries, a bakery that employs and works to rehabilitate

former gang members, is visible right from the Gold Line
platform. There, you find the delicious banana nut muffins,
danishes and other baked goods featured at the University
of La Verne’s Barbara’s Place, coming directly from the
source. You can visit and support their cause in their home-
town by grabbing one of their muffins at 130 W. Bruno St.
Union Station/Olvera Street for cultural immersion
The hustle and bustle of classic Union Station makes for

perfect people-watching and admiration of art. But if the
commotion of Los Angeles travel is not your thing, a cul-
tural day trip destination is just across the street. Olvera
Street is home to authentic Mexican food restaurants, ven-
dors with unique products and live bands playing in the
plaza. Brick buildings on both street sides put vendors in a
canyon of culture. Here, spanning the street, you will find
individually owned booths with sugar skulls, graphic t-
shirts, sandals, real leather products and pink sugar cook-
ies. At street end is Cielito Lindo, a famous taquito spot,
opened in 1934, that provides a constant air freshener of
taco scent through the immediate area. I have never seen
this spot without a wait line. Families sit outside enjoying
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ABOVE: Jose Ramirez
bikes every day to the
Lake Avenue Gold Line
station in Pasadena  to
visit his family who live
behind Union Station.
Because the Gold Line is
fast, easy to access and 
fairly inexpensive, Jose
gets to visit his family
for $1.75 after a 40
minute train ride.
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AT RIGHT: Gustavo
Martinez began riding
the Gold Line to work

every day after he
crashed his car on the
way to his office two
years ago. After the

shock of the incident,
Gustavo says that he

now only rides the Gold
Line because it is a safe
and fast way to get to

downtown Los Angeles.
PAGE 6, BOTTOM:

Radhika, an Indian
restaurant, is steps

away from the South
Pasadena station. The
restaurant was opened
in 1995 in Alhambra and
moved to expand at its
new South Pasadena

location. Radhika serves
a variety of traditional
Indian dishes, wine,

craft beer and desserts. 

Ihave never been on theGold Line, but with its future
expansion to La Verne, I fig-

ured it was time to try it, and to
check out the unique food,
shopping destinations and cul-
tural hot spots featured along
the electric rail’s daily route.
Traveling on the Gold Line is a
social event, so grab a few
friends and get ready for an ad-
venture.
From Azusa to Los Angeles,

27 stops are connected by an
above ground light rail that
zooms past traffic and, every
seven minutes, and pierces into
the hearts of booming cities.
With air-conditioned cars,
clean blue seats and northern
windows that face a gorgeous
mountain view, the Gold Line is not only a form of trans-
portation, but, in some ways, a Disneyland-like ride experi-
ence in itself. For those who master it, the Gold Line is a vi-
able option for a Friday night out, and the best part is, you
do not have to worry about blood pressure raising traffic or
having enough change to feed the parking meter. The closest
current Gold Line station at Azusa Pacific University is your
ticket to anywhere, but weekday parking fills up quickly
with passengers looking to bypass infamous 8 a.m. traffic, so
make sure to use a ride sharing service, or you will find
yourself driving to the Arcadia station to park like I did.
Here are the top destinations for your next adventure:

Arcadia for shopping and horse racing
The Arcadia station is not so much an entertainment des-

tination as a second parking option when APU’s structure
is full. The Arcadia stop is equipped to meet the overflow of
people from Azusa with abundant free parking. In season,
the Santa Anita Race Track can be reached for horse wager-

ing via shuttle busses. Several great Huntington Drive
restaurants are within walking distance, and the Westfield
Santa Anita Mall is, with comfortable walking shoes, about
a 30-minute walk for the ultimate shopping experience. A
bonus for recreational enthusiasts: The Goldline parking is
adjacent to REI Arcadia, the hub for outdoor activity gear. 
Lake Street for trendy dining
This is the big stop. Lake Street is “the place” if you are

looking for thriving nightlife or Instagram-worthy restaurants.
With one step off the train, you find yourself in the middle of
the 57 freeway. So go up the stairs that bring you out of the
hustle and bustle onto the more peaceful Lake Street. A turn
to the left brings entertainment and trendy food. A scenic 10-
minute walk leads to restaurants that I had only seen before
on social media. Included are “Lemonade” and “Nothing
Bundt Cakes,” where I bought a delicious white chocolate
raspberry bundt. This downtown Pasadena location hosts
unique storefronts, colorful outdoor patios and small hidden
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The day instantly turned to night as the moon passed
between the earth and the sun March 7, 1970, in
Nova Scotia. David Chappell, associate professor of

physics at the University of La Verne, was then 3 years
old. He has a vague memory of the event because he was
peering through a filtered telescope, held steady by his fa-
ther. July 10, 1972, in Virginia, the moon again crossed
the sun for 156 seconds. The family, Virginia natives, were
there with their now 5-year-old son, witnessing this solar
eclipse. For the Chappell family, watching eclipses was a
family affair. David’s dad was an amateur astronomer, and
young David was encouraged to gaze at the heavens.
“I’ve been looking through telescopes since I was about 3
years old. We used to look at comets, planets, stars. That
was pretty cool. I thank my dad for that,” David says. “I
have a vague memory of the moon landing. I grew up
hearing those stories.”
Forward to Aug. 22, 2017. David witnessed another his-

toric eclipse, this time sharing the moment with his 4-
year-old son Kai at his father’s home in Idaho Falls, Idaho.
Three generations of Chappells witnessed this event. “We
made a little fort for Kai out of cardboard boxes. In the
roof we made a solar filter. When it was over, he started
crying. We told him the next one isn’t for seven years,
and he asked, ‘Is that one going to last longer?’” Kai, at an
early age, seems to take to the family academic interest
and soon will be able to share it with a little brother. The
Chappells are expecting a son in early 2018.
David strives to share his passion of looking to the

heavens. On the occasion of noteworthy astrological
events, he has set up telescopes and other scientific view-
ing instruments in the campus mall to share the experi-
ence with the University community.  
His teaching extends to the outside community. Both

David and Jeffery Burkhart, professor emeritus of biology
and Fletcher Jones chair, have taught adult education
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ABOVE:Using high-
powered illumination that is
required to record his
Walking Droplets Fluid
Dynamics Experiment in
high speed, David Chappell,
associate professor of
physics, guides tiny droplets
across the surface of a pool
of silicone fluid. When
disturbed by the vibrations
of a speaker cone, the fluid
drops will self-organize into
diverse patterns. David’s
experiment is used by junior
and senior math and physics
majors to explore topics in
spatio-temporal chaos.

their fresh taquitos covered in green sauce. It is that good.
Little Tokyo for food adventure
Finally, I arrive at my favorite stop. When I exited the

train, my first instinct was to get back on because of current
construction blocking the view. But with a short walk
around the corner, I was surprised to find Little Tokyo em-
bellished with hanging red lanterns, tearooms, sushi spots
and dozens of families enjoying the serene getaway from
busy LA streets. Passersby tempted me with the food in their
hands. Options ranged from steam buns and macaroons to
Pho and ice cream. Do not leave without trying something
new. My Little Tokyo food adventure of the day was the
trendy dessert spot, “HoneyMee.” The creamy vanilla ice

cream with a big chunk of honeycomb dripping on
top will make you satisfy your sweet tooth. And, of
course, if you are also craving a taste of the famous
American Museum of Modern Art, your destination
is right across the street from the Gold Line plat-
form. Do not knock this stop off of your list based
on your window view of the backside of the build-
ing housing the Museum of Contemporary Art. A
party awaits you on the front side.
Indiana and its Snow Cone Factory
If Indiana is on the way to your destination, hop

off for a refreshing snack at the Snow Cone Fac-
tory. Even at 21, I get excited for a snow cone. The
small white building boasts bright blue eaves and
colorful paintings of the most popular desserts. A
quick look at their Yelp page will get your sweet
tooth aching for the deep fried Oreos covered in
chocolate sauce, huge snow cones topped with ice

cream, funnel cakes slathered in fruit and whipped cream
and/or chili cheese Fritos. The Snow Cone Factory is visible
and a very short walk from the train platform, so go ahead
and indulge that sweet tooth or chili-cheese craving.
Know before you go
Have a plan. Knowing where I wanted to go made my

first time train experience much easier. Having said that, if
you are more of the spontaneous type, plan to hop off
wherever looks the most visually appealing to you. But be-
ware; you have about seven seconds once the train stops to
choose whether or not to jump off. And if you’re off, those
seven seconds cost you seven more minutes until the next
train picks you up. n

ABOVE: Pablo Hernandez
rides the Gold Line to

get his grocery shopping
done. He embarks from

the station near his
home in Azusa and 
exits at the Allen 

Avenue station, which
has a Target store right

by the rails.



ABOVE: In a conference
room on the third floor of
Founders Hall, David
Chappell’s generative art
prints hang framed. The
prints are computer
renderings based on his
research of sinuous
meander patterns, which
were inspired by the
organic flowing curves of
meandering streams.
David’s published paper
about the patterns was
featured in 2015 on the
front cover of the Journal of
Mathematics and the Arts.
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classes for the Desert Institute, a non-profit adult educa-
tion program partnered with the Joshua Tree National
Park Association. While Jeff led a reptile themed class for
the institute, David’s class was titled, “Desert Night Sky,”
and welcomed astronomers of all levels—amateur to ex-
pert. Groups of adult learners heard his daytime lectures
and then at night viewed the rings of Saturn, the Great
Orion Nebula and dozens of galaxies through telescopes
and binoculars. It was at the Desert Institute that David
met his wife Karina, who worked in conservancy for the
Joshua Tree National Park Association from 2006 to 2012.
At the University of La Verne, David teaches physics

and astronomy. He has been instrumental in building an
impressive collection of scientific instruments—tele-
scopes, high performance computers, plus a complex dy-
namical systems laboratory—with the Fletcher Jones 
Endowment. 
The professor is admired by his students and peers and

was honored as the recipient of the University of La
Verne’s 2017 Excellence in Teaching Award. “It’s a very

humbling experience because there are lots of amazing
teachers at this University, so to be recognized is nice. It
meant a lot to me,” David says. He gained the award in
the spring and was the lead speaker at the fall 2017 Con-
vocation, with a speech centered on the theme of “The Art
of Unlearning.” “You normally think of learning as an ac-
cumulation of knowledge and adding to what you already
know. At times you’re faced with new information that
conflicts with things you already know to be true, and
you’re faced with the decision to question these things.
That’s a very powerful experience: questioning your be-
liefs. Instead of just adding to what you know, I encourage
students to challenge what they know and to grow.”
David has taught at La Verne since 2000. His time at

the University has allowed him to grow in interdiscipli-
nary work. “When I applied to La Verne, they were look-
ing for a physicist who was also interested in interdisci-
plinary research and teaching. I certainly have a lot of
disciplinary interest, and I’ve collaborated with many
people outside of my discipline—in math, art, science

and photography. I’ve broadened my research
interests, and that has influenced my teaching.” 
Over the years, David has taught a class on

the intersection of art and physics with Ruth
Trotter, professor of art, as well as other classes
with archaeology and religion professors. His
academic interests reflect both his father’s and
mother’s passions. “My dad was an amateur as-
tronomer, and my mom was an art teacher. I
got the astronomy, physics and science stuff
from my dad, and my artistic interests from 
my mom.”
In one of David’s current classes, his students

are working on electronics projects in conjunc-
tion with the “Maker’s Space” in the Wilson Li-
brary. The area includes a 3-D printer, comput-
ers with sophisticated software, and
engineering-oriented equipment. “They have to
think in ways they’re not used to with computer
planning and working with electronics and
physics. It’s pushing them with new ways to be
creative,” he says. For the project, one group is
building a spinning globe with push pins in
places where they have visited. When the pins
are touched, they show photos from their trips.
Another group is making a microphone that
plays an LED light show that responds to music.
Others are making musical instruments such as
guitars and a piano. “In a traditional classroom,
the students look to a teacher as the expert in
the field who holds ‘the answers,’ but in this
class, the focus is more on creativity and inno-
vation. The students and the professor learn to-
gether. It puts the responsibility of lifelong
learning on them,” he says.
Outside of the classroom, David has started a

club for those interested in learning Python, a
high-level programming language. “Python is

BELOW: Addressing his
freshman La Verne

experience class, Physics
105, David Chappell,
associate professor of

physics, demonstrates the
correct use of their Arduino

electronic kits. The FLEX
class works with the kits

throughout the rest of the
year, ending with their own 
electronics projects. The lab 

introduces computer 
programming and digital

electronics to the freshmen. 

growing very quickly in scientific computation areas, like
astronomy and physics.” The new club, consisting of
physics, computer science, and math majors as well fac-
ulty, alumni and members of the community, has met on
Friday afternoons since early November. Club members
have different levels of knowledge of Python and come
to meetings to collectively help solve problems. “The
club is just a meeting ground for people to share their
knowledge in an informal setting. Part of it is people
coming and asking each other questions,” David says. In
spring, he is teaching an astrophysics course in which
students will do research programs with Matlab. “I’ve
also been playing around with a new research program
that I might write in Python.”
In late November, David led a faculty research presen-

tation for the La Verne Academy, titled,“Droplet Dynam-
ics on a Vertically Vibrated Fluid Bath.” He has been
working on the project for more than five years. “I’m in-
terested in a wide range of research topics. Right now, I’m
finishing a paper on the dynamics of these little bouncing
droplets.” The experiment, set up in the front of his
Founders Hall office, is a large oscillating speaker cone
that moves a dish of silicone fluid up and down. As the
dish moves, the fluid supports bouncing droplets, pre-
venting them from coalescing with the surface. “It turns
out that there’s interesting dynamics in that system, which
we can then use as an analogy to the quantum mechani-
cal behavior  of subatomic particles such as electrons and
protons. Over the years, I’ve had a number of students

working on the project with me,” he says. “My students
and I have presented this work at national conferences on
fluid dynamics in Boston and Atlanta.”
The professor’s research with the Fletcher Jones Endow-

ment has allowed him to work with other La Verne pro-
fessors in interdisciplinary collaboration, including Dr.
Yousef Daneshbod, associate professor of mathematics.
“In working with David as a colleague, I have come to re-
alize that not only is he a decent theoretician but also a
very keen experimentalist. This is not a common trait
among today’s physicists, given that only a handful of
19th century scientists such as Maxwell, Kelvin, Rayleigh
and Helmholtz had this knack,” Yousef says, adding, “As a
teacher, David has the amazing gift of being able to sim-
plify very complex concepts and clarifying it for our stu-
dents. Judging by the interactions that he has with the stu-
dents outside the classroom, it is very o bvious that he is
one of the most well-liked professors on campus.”
In the classroom, David enjoys working with diverse

groups of students. “I do really like the fact that students
come from all different backgrounds and bring their expe-
riences to the classroom. I feel like I learn from them as
much as they learn from me. They have a real desire and
passion for learning.”
Physics for David Chappell, is a subject he lives. It is a

science that deals with matter and energy and their inter-
actions. It is as fascinating as the wonders of the night
sky—as seen by a 3-year-old who grasps for understand-
ing and makes it his academic career to do so. n



stands on their property, Bill says. The Wilsons followed this trend and
continued to run Robert’s original fruit stand, which they renamed “Wil-
son’s Fruit Stand” and advertised fresh fruit for sale on Route 66. Cora be-
gan to make breakfast for farm workers. Her endeavor brought such
good business that she and Harry officially opened Wilson’s Sandwiches
in 1930, according to a La Verne Community News article authored by
Galen Beery, January 2010. Eventually, Wilson’s Sandwiches evolved
into Wilson’s Dinner House, which became host to larger gatherings and
receptions. “In reading my own family history, my aunt was taken to the
Wilson’s diner for a birthday,” Bill says. Other area residents recall wed-
ding receptions being held at the diner. It was the go-to place for memo-
rable dinner parties.
Bill shows an 80-year-old match book that says, “Wilson’s steaks, din-

ners, sandwiches.” Dialing “1981” would ring the couple at their
Williams Avenue and Foothill Boulevard location. The flip side of the
Crown matchbook reads, “Wilson’s Fruit Market—oranges, grapefruit,
avocados and other fruit packed to order.” The 1940 U.S. Census reveals
that Harry, officially known as owner and manager of the Wilson’s Din-
ner House, had a fifth-grade education, while Cora, his wife and assis-
tant manager, completed high school. A family portrait shows the
Wilsons may have been wealthy as they donned formal attire that in-
cluded watch chains and large brimmed hats. They were reported as
earning $1,500 each from their restaurant. The median income for a
man in 1940 was $1,368. Harry died In October 1945. Cora followed in
1959. There is no record that they had any children. While the exact de-
tails of what occurred between Cora’s death and the end of Wilson’s is
still a mystery, the building was ultimately left vacant until 1966. 
Then, more than 30 years after Wilson’s Sandwiches opened, the origi-

nal building became La Paloma’s east dining room. Today, Robert’s Live
Oak trees and Wilson’s original stained-glass windows still remind pa-
trons of the history that once unfolded on historic Route 66. Although
the food has changed, the value of family is still instilled in the property.
Joe and Hortensia Parker opened La Paloma, the Spanish word for “the

dove,” in 1966. Hortensia worked in the restaurant business all her life;
her mother started the original La Paloma in Flagstaff, Arizona in the
1940s. Shortly later, she moved to San Bernardino and opened a fresh
flour and corn tortilla shop. Later, when Joe transitioned from his con-
struction job, the Parkers outright purchased their shop. The couple ex-
panded the successful business throughout San Bernardino until an ac-
quaintance suggested they visit the La Verne property and consider
opening a restaurant. It was advice they followed; they renovated the
historic brick building into La Verne’s La Paloma Restaurant. 
Cindy Zajicek remembers keenly the hard work and love her parents

Joe and Hortensia put into La Paloma’s success. As a child, she and her
siblings would fall asleep in the empty booths while her parents worked
long evenings. Since her mother’s 2002 passing, La Paloma has re-
mained under the careful eye of one of her brothers, Joe William Jr., until
she took complete ownership in 2013. “It fell into my path,” Cindy says.
“I tried working at department stores and banks, and then my dad got
sick. I started doing the book-keeping.” During her breaks between
classes at California Polytechnic University of Pomona, she would stop
by and manage the books for her parents. While she says she did not
spend the majority of her childhood in the family restaurant, today she
invests six days a week upholding her family’s traditions through food. “If
something goes wrong, I’m the one they call.” Laws are more strict than
when her parents were owners, Cindy says. Complex taxes and account-
ing practices, increased prices for groceries, stringent health standards,
more rigid building regulations and higher wages for employees have

Cindy Zajicek owns and manages La Paloma restaurant on Foothill Boule-
vard. Her parents Joe and Hortensia Parker opened the restaurant in 1966.

Rice and beans blend harmoniously between rich enchilada sauce and the let-
tuce of the chicken taco in one of La Paloma’s many combination plate options.

La Paloma’s Cantina serves refreshments, including the Mango Inferno 
Margarita, a twist on a classic margarita mixed with chamoy and tajin.
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Wrought-iron rods protect the colorful stained-glass win-
dows at La Paloma Mexican Restaurant against more than
50 years of history. Prickly cacti seem to guard the edges of
the parking lot and mark the passage of time as they slowly
grow taller than the sign for Williams Avenue. Decades of
family values have established La Paloma as a classic restau-
rant on Foothill Boulevard, just inside La Verne’s city limit. Its
story, however, began nearly a century ago under a com-
pletely different name. 
Decades ago, the restaurant was called “Wilson’s,” a

sought-after diner on historic Route 66. In historic photo-
graphs, Model A Fords lined the street in front of the restau-
rant. The land and restaurant were then owned by the Wil-

son family. The building was nestled in a multi-acre orange
grove managed by Kinsey Roberts, whose home was famous
for its sentinel oak trees that are believed to be the same
ones on the property today. In the late 1920s, Roberts sold
part of his land to recently relocated former Washington
state residents Harry Dwight Wilson and his wife Cora Belle,
according to Bill Lemon, La Verne resident and vice presi-
dent of the La Verne Historical Society. 
Harry was born in Ohio in 1876; prior to World War I, he

worked as a foreman for Cold Storage Plant in Washington
state, as listed on his draft registration card. Harry and Cora
were married in 1911 when he was 35, 10 years her senior.
It was a trend for grove owners to sell their goods at fruit

ABOVE: Formerly the main
dining room for Wilson’s

Dinner House in the 1930s,
La Paloma’s east dining 

room now hosts 
customers who have

returned for generations. 

BY TAYLOR BOLANOS PHOTOGRAPHY BY TAYLOR GRIFFITH      DESIGN BY BROOKE GRASSO
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A skull-faced worker pulls off lime green wristbands and
welcomes costumed guests. Thick, faux cobwebs hang
above the foyer and line the ceiling and handrails. A skele-
ton sits in the corner, awaiting the stage performing queens,
whose faces will be caked with makeup and who wear
elaborate leotards. Even the Masonic Temple across the
street reverberates spooky vibes. Clowns shriek and laugh
as they run down the street. This is the spirit of Halloween
outside of 340 Nightclub in the Pomona Art District. 

It gets even more festive inside. "I popped her cherry," 21-
year-old worker Jeremy Dinet says as he checks a girl into
her first club as a 21-year-old on her birthday. The atmos-
phere on this Friday night before Halloween renders a car-
nival. As the opening to 340 Nightclub's weekend, drag
competitions bring the audience to the forefront, soliciting
their inner queens through guest hosts like Cupcakke and
resident host Raven, who is currently in and out of the club
doing makeup for drag actor and television personality Ru-

ABOVE: During the opening
performance for “Stripped”
on Saturday nights, Yony
Godoy, Fernando Rivas and
Sebastian perform a group
dance. For the rest of the
evening, the strippers per-
form their own individual
choreographed routines.

BY TYLER EVAINS      PHOTOGRAPHY BY CORTNEY MACE      DESIGN BY BROOKE GRASSO
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made her job chal-
lenging. For Cindy,
though, cultivating a
familiar, friendly envi-
ronment with the staff
she has known since
she was a child is her
primary mission.
When 63-year-old

Marsha Felix first
moved to Pomona in
1964, her bus would
stop just down the
street from the aban-
doned building that
would become La
Paloma. “I used to
shiver. It looked like a
haunted little place.
Now, I’ve spent more
than half my life here,”
Marsha says. She was
just 16 when she
started working as a
waitress and joined
the La Paloma family,
along with several
other employees who

still work there today. Her current manager Cindy was only in
sixth grade. While her husband looks forward to retire-
ment, Marsha says she still enjoys every day and plans to
stay until she reaches 50 years of employment. To date she
is at 47 years and counting. While she says her sister made
more money as a banker, Marsha says her coworkers and
customers have kept her around all these years. “It’s like
coming to see family,” she says. “Customers will ask me,
‘What’s the name of your perfume,’ and I’ll say, ‘By the end
of the day, it’s taco.’”
Working at La Paloma is a pleasure for Marsha, as she

relates having served generations of guests. She recalls a
family stopped by with a newborn baby boy. Years later,
the baby returned as a toddler and asked for “Marsha’s
restaurant.” Moments like these have solidified her experi-
ence, making her 47 years as a member of the La Paloma
family completely worthwhile, she says.
Former busser and waiter Jason Cooper worked at La

Paloma during the last three years of his undergraduate
education at the University of La Verne. For Jason, his time
with the La Paloma family taught him to appreciate the
food service industry at a “quintessential California restau-
rant.” His former coworkers ensured a quality experience
for customers through what Jason calls, “an old-school
way of service.” When the longtime La Paloma employees
trained him to become a server a year into his job, they in-
stilled the same values in him that they abided by: hard-
work, great table-side conversations with customers, and
attention to detail for a customer’s needs. This meant re-
membering names of regulars and even sometimes know-

ing to bring someone their go-to drink as soon as they were
seated. “It wasn’t just about putting plates on the table,” Ja-
son says. “For a lot of people, it was their first introduction to
Mexican culture.” Today, he leads at the Anaheim Ducks
Hockey as fan development marketing manager. Jason cred-
its his serving experience with shaping his time management
and communication abilities as a journalist. 
Little has changed at La Paloma since Cindy’s parents were

managers, with the exception of added menu items includ-
ing customer favorites pollo diablo, a spicy chicken dish lay-
ered in chipotle sauce, and the spinach mushroom enchi-
ladas, a meatless entree stuffed with cheese and water
chestnuts. Cindy monitors current Mexican food trends and
incorporates new ideas as restaurant specials. “My parents
would have thought, ‘What is this,’” Cindy laughs. However,
most of La Paloma’s dishes are staples she remembers as a
child, like the cheese enchiladas and ground beef taco. “I’m
a simple person. That’s what I grew up eating,” she says smil-
ing. Although the menu has changed a bit, the restaurant’s
values have not. “We have that down-home feeling. You
come in, and we treat you as family. We want you to have a
good experience.” One day, Cindy hopes her son and cur-
rent assistant manager Brian will replace her as the general
manager and owner to continue their family’s tradition of
serving a personal experience with every meal. 
Modern BMWs, Toyotas and Fords now fill the space

where 1930 Model A’s once parked and orange groves once
thrived. While the city around it has developed, La Paloma
continues to be a cozy escape into La Verne’s past. nABOVE: Benie Tapia hand

mixes a bowl of avocado
into guacamole, a La

Paloma staple. Guacamole
is usually paired with 
tacos and tostadas. 

AT RIGHT:Hector Paz, one
of La Paloma’s cooks,

cracks  eggs to make deep
fried ice cream. 



me great satisfaction to make people happy,” he says. “You
can’t please everyone so you find ways to.” He laughs as he
realizes what he just said. Hull wants positively everyone to
have a great time at his club. “I just want it to be amazing.
That is my goal.” 
Junior journalism major Natasha Brennan says drag has

been a part of her life since she was about 5 years old. “My
mother showed me the movie ‘To Wong Foo, Thanks for
Everything Julie Newmar’ when we first moved from Fort
Riley, Kansas to California,” she says. This story of three drag
queens on the road first exposed Brennan to the idea of
men dressing as women for fun and entertainment. Actor
and drag personality RuPaul made a cameo in the movie;
since, Brennan followed his work and has been watching
his show, “RuPaul’s Drag Race,” starting with its first season.
“The culture opened me up to things that were not OK in

that area,” she says, referring to the religious nature of
Kansas where her family was stationed at the time. Brennan
says she first visited 340 Nightclub in October to see her fa-
vorite drag performer, Bianca del Rio. The second time she
went, she exchanged plans with her former Uber driver
who happened to be a drag queen trying to get on the
scene. They went together to the club later to see Katya per-
form. She says that 340 is different from other drag clubs. “It
has big names, but it’s more localized and has a more ac-
cepting vibe,” Brennan says. “It’s a place for everyone
whether they are amateurs or fresh off RuPaul’s Drag Race.
They display different shades of drag that I’ve never seen.”
There is always a reason someone goes clubbing; there is

something they want to experience, and Hull feels it is his
job to analyze and execute what keeps people coming to
340 Nightclub. The venue incorporates traditionally uncon-

CENTER: As the opening act
on Drag Conic night at 340
Nightclub, Lorelei performs
an early ‘90s song. Most 
drag performers put
together choreographed
dance routines.
RIGHT: Michael “DaQueen”
Davila styles his hair,
preparing to perform in the
Friday night Drag Conic
competition. Weekly con -
testants can win $100. The
ninth week finale winner
receives a $1,000 cash prize.
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Paul’s upcoming VH1 show. Artists like rapper Tee-Fli and
Ty Dolla Sign have also recently graced the stage. Dinet
says that the club has drag competitions on Wednesdays
and Fridays and a strip show on Saturdays. A queen, eyelids
beat with pink glitter and a curly platinum blonde wig in
hand, walks up and gets checked in by Dinet. A few others
follow, ready to move a step closer to taking the crown and
$1,000 prize in the final competition weeks later.
340 Nightclub sits under lavender LED lights on Thomas

Street in the downtown Art District of Pomona. This is Hal-
loween and a chance for a seasonal party atmosphere. Not
that 340 Nightclub (named after its address) needs an ex-
cuse to hold a function. The club is open Wednesday
through Saturday (open at 8 p.m., with no cover charge be-
fore 9 p.m., for 21 and up). Those who come can expect a
party—a great festival of music, dancing and big name en-

tertainment. "Working here is like a party I get paid to su-
pervise," Dinet says. He has been at 340 for about two and
a half months, getting his paid spot right away once he
turned 21, as he had been visiting the club since he was
18. He commutes from Fontana and works as a floor model
at Abercrombie & Fitch in the daytime—a glorified sales as-
sociate, as he calls it. Dinet used to be a phlebotomist at
Riverside Medical Clinic but stopped to focus full-time as a
student at San Bernardino Valley College. He uses his part-
time jobs to fulfill his goal of being a cardiovascular pedi-
atric surgeon, an ambition he has stuck with since having
open heart surgery at age 8 for a septic aneurism in his right
aorta. Dinet says he works with really cool people at the
Club who create an energetic atmosphere.
Club owner Wesley Hull says that everyone comes to-

gether at 340, unlike cliqued up traditional clubs. “It gives

ABOVE: Lord Duarte
makes an entrance by

throwing fake $100 dollar
bills before descending
onto the stage for her
performance at 340

Nightclub’s Drag Pageant
held every Wednesday
night for eight weeks.

Unlike the drag
competitions, the 

pageants host the same
contestants. The winner

receives a $600 cash prize. 
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to be the center of attention with the glamour and the-
atrics like Britney Spears and Janet Jackson, but I
couldn’t do that because I’m a guy,” Davila says.
“Dance wasn’t giving me what I wanted, so drag
helped me live that dream of being a pop star.” He
said his aesthetic is paying homage to different pop
icons in each performance. “I try to recreate their look
by wearing at least one thing they were known for or
recreating their choreography as best as I can.” 
Unofficially titled the Britney of 340, Michael

Davila’s best impressions are of the early 2000s star
whom he studied growing up.     Davila says he defi-
nitely wants to expand his platform, but 340 will al-
ways be his priority since it was his starting ground.
“The first time I performed, I was so nervous, but the
queens were the complete opposite of what I ex-
pected.” he says. “340 is the easiest way to get started
in the drag world. I’ll always be grateful for it.” Hull is
very inclusive and wants drag queens to feel welcome
and comfortable expressing their inner diva at his club,
which many first timers, including Davila, say they
feel. Davila says that he could not be more thankful
that 340 provides a stage that is open to local perform-
ers and gives them a chance to show themselves. “The
best part is when I come out and see everyone’s first

impression, whether its good or bad,”
Davila says. “It’s the best feeling ever to be
on 340’s stage. I feel so indestructible.”
Hull is always planning, thinking and re-

vising. He is the ring master who master-
fully crafts the nightly entertainment. He is
the host of a party that takes place
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
and he wants everyone to have a great
time. Little do you know that you are the
entertainment. The best clubs are ones
where inhibitions are lowered about being on
stage—without alcohol. The best places are
those where you are the odd person out if you
are sitting in a chair watching, and not on stage,
dancing and being part of the festival of enter-
tainment. 340 club is that place.
Hull says he tries to promote monogamy and

respect through his club, which he feels is a rare
thing to do these days. He adds that society tells
the gay community that it cannot have those
things. “I don’t want to be told I can’t have that.”
Most traditional and gay clubs subconsciously
encourage promiscuity and a less community
based party environment. Hull says it should be
about the people; if the establishment is for peo-
ple, you have to cater to what they need, and not
what society says is a good time.
Hull is a 50/50 owner of 340 and had what he

calls his “first piece of the pie” during his part
ownership of the gay club called “Oasis” in Up-
land. He left that endeavor about a year before
opening 340 Nightclub. The opportunity came

December 2011 to again try his hand at club ownership,
this time in the Pomona Art District. The building that
would house a future 340 Nightclub presented opportuni-
ties, but it also was the site of a former club enterprise. 
Hull says he was skeptical about opening a business in a

failed space, but he had feelings of success every time he
stood among the vacant walls and allowed his mind to run
forward with his vision of what it could be. It started with
the name. Hull says getting the name right is tough. He
pondered the name for weeks. Then, while sitting in his car
and studying the location, he spotted the building’s address.
It was one of those magical moments. He  thought, “It’s
modern; it sounds good; that’s it.”
His former business partner once said about Oasis, “This

business is like a tire going flat; you always have to fill it up.”
That is not the case for 340, Hull says. The club is full of en-
ergy just like he is. His words still capture the awe of what is
taking place here. Yes, there is stress in making the right de-
cisions, future and present. But there is fresh excitement in
his voice. Running a club is who Wesley Hull is. “It’s in your
blood,” he says. “As a human, there’s only so much you can
endure, but when you find what you truly love doing, it will
become more than a job, but a lifestyle.”n

 ABOVE: Club 340 has a
restaurant with food options
ranging from flatbread
pizzas to vegetable and
shrimp, a new customer
favorite. Kayla Horrell, head
chef and creator behind the
menu, began working as a
barback and in security.
When the club needed a
chef, Horrell says she jumped
at the opportunity and
taught herself how to cook. 
AT LEFT: David Petruschin,
known as Raven in drag,
serves as the official host of
Drag Night. For three
months, she  has also led 
as the makeup artist for
RuPaul’s television show.
Raven says it takes up to an
hour and a half to get into
full drag attire. 
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ventional practices in its entertainment. For example, Tiffany
Pollard, better known as “New York” from the reality shows
“Flavor of Love” and “I Love New York,” is also an ordained
minister who plans to deliver a sermon at 340 in December.
Hull is not sure how that will be received, but he is excited
to see what happens. Other performers bring their unique
acts. Hull allowed DJ Angie Vee to create her own platform
instead of being on the back burner of the club’s regular
nights. Girl’s Locker Room is held every Thursday night
where DJ Angie Vee takes over the turntables and sometimes
hosts drag king competitions where women dress as men
and perform just like their queen counterparts. She averages
500 guests a night and hits a low of 350 on a bad night.
“Don’t think the guys don’t come to Girl’s Locker Room be-
cause they do,” Hull says, jokingly holding his hand up in a
mock secret whisper and talking behind the back of his
hand. “They say they come for the girls, but they’re really in
the closet.” 
Club goer and Ontario resident Drew Lopez, 19, says that

340 is the closest gay club to where he lives, besides Tiger
Heat all the way in West Hollywood. “That's why it’s so pop-
ping,” Lopez says. “On the weekend, we are trying to be
with our people.” Lopez says you have to run down the
stairs at 9:30 p.m. if you want to get a seat to watch the drag
show. He snakes around slow pokes until a security guard

forces everyone into a single file line; he still scores third
row seats to experience the competition.
How does Wesley Hull recruit such big name talent?

“Things start to fall into place. At a certain point, people
come to you, and you don’t need to reach out as much. It
never gets easier, but at a certain point you realize it’s on the
right track.” The owner says he puts in much tedious work
just to see people smile; a sliver of profit but worth it.
“There’s always a bigger picture to the journey,” Hull says.
“Who knows where that will lead.” He says that many peo-
ple tell him 340 is the first club they visited upon turning 18.
“I love that. You’re gonna go somewhere so why not here?”
Michael Davila of West Covina, who goes by DaQueen in

drag, says he was one of those people and has now, at 21,
performed at 340 Nightclub about 12 times during a year
and a half. “340 is the first and only club I’ve performed at,”
Davila says. “I’m kind of loyal to them. He wishes he could
participate in more competitions and pageants, but with a
full-time job in healthcare and an upcoming transfer to the
Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising to become a
celebrity stylist or interior designer, his plate only allows him
to perform a couple times a month. 
The queen has been a performing dancer all his life, but

he realized being in drag- shows would be more fulfilling af-
ter dressing in glam for seven years. “My ultimate dream is

ABOVE: Wesley Hull, co-
owner of  340 Nightclub in

downtown Pomona,
opened the popular venue
December 2011. 340 stands

out among neighboring
clubs because of its

promotion of gay and drag
culture while entertaining
an audience of all sexual
orientations and gender
identities. Hull created 
a safe and encouraging
environment for young
people in the LGBTQ

community. He says 340 is
inclusive to all regardless of
beliefs, sexuality and race 

as long as they  spread
positivity and love. 



Ann, who also goes by Mary Ann Quay, was born in the
city of Claremont. During her fourth grade year, her family
moved to La Verne, and she ultimately earned her diploma
from Bonita High School, where she was involved in the
Girls Athletic Association and earned the title of co-valedic-
torian of her graduating class. While she played many
sports throughout high school, her favorite was badminton,
which she continued into college. She competed in the
U.S. National Championships in 1977 and the National
Collegiate Women’s Championship while attending Califor-
nia State University, Cal Poly Pomona. 
She strongly considered attending the University of La

Verne. “My mother and her three brothers and one sister
and foster sister, my uncle, aunts and cousins all attended
the University of La Verne, so it seemed like an easy deci-
sion.” Nevertheless, Ann ultimately headed to Cal Poly to
major in mathematics. “At the time, Cal Poly had a strong
program for math majors, which was my major when I
started college. Additionally, the cost was affordable, and I
could live at home in La Verne while attending.” Despite
her strong interest in math, she soon redirected her major
to accounting. She passed her Certified Public Accountant
exam before graduating from Cal Poly.
After receiving her bachelor of science degree in ac-

counting, she headed on a new journey, taking classes from
Golden Gate University in Los Angeles where she earned a
master’s degree in business administration in taxation. “I
have used the knowledge and research [from my degrees]
and furthered my career as a Certified Public Accountant,”
she says. She now works for CliftonLarsonAllen, LLP, lo-
cated in Glendora, specializing in tax planning and prepa-
ration for individuals, estates and trusts. She is also a li-
censed life and health insurance agent and is considered as
an expert in Medicare issues. In addition, she serves as a
member of the Board of Directors of the Pomona Valley Es-
tate Planning Council and has been a member of the Uni-
versity of La Verne Board of Trustees since 1996. She is a
past president of both the La Verne and Glendora 
Chambers of Commerce. 
To take a break from the detail work of accounting and

taxes, Ann heads to the greens. “The game of golf is based
off control, balance and speed. It is a mental game,” she
says. Ann met the love her life, Larry Davis, on the fairways.
“I went to Las Vegas with a group to play in a golf tourna-
ment. It was organized by George Henderson, my friend
from Sierra La Verne Country Club.” Larry Davis, a golf pro-
fessional in Las Vegas, was also a friend of George. “I met
my husband Larry playing golf when I was just starting out
20 years ago. He was an excellent golf instructor; our rela-
tionship developed along with my golf ability. If not for golf,
I wouldn’t have him in my life, and I can’t imagine life with-
out him.” The accountant and golf pro have been together
ever since. The two started playing in local golf tournaments
and have had success in many charity golf tournaments.
Another relaxing getaway for Ann and Larry is Walt Dis-

ney World in Florida. As members of the Disney Vacation
Club, they go almost every year and play golf most of the
days they are there. Her voice trails off. Right now, much of
her life is on hold as she tends to her husband, who is in

cancer remission. “He is getting better so that is good news.
He is not out of the woods yet, but he is improving, so we
are hopeful and optimistic.”
Ann is a valued member of the University of La Verne

Board of Trustees Executive Committee, specifically oversee-
ing audits and reviewing financial decisions. “She ensures
that the financial integrity of the University is always sound,
and that we are sustainable long into the future. She was on
the Board when I was hired, and she was looking for a Pres-
ident who shared the same commitment to the community,
to students, and to leading with head and heart,” says Uni-
versity of La Verne President Devorah Lieberman.
Ann’s strong ties with the Church of the Brethren initially

prompted her Board involvement. “She brings those values
and integrity to everything she undertakes, whether her job,
her personal life, or the Board of Trustees,” says Devorah.
For most of La Verne’s history, there were a few Board posi-
tions elected by the Church of the Brethren Districts. “I’ve
been a member of the La Verne church my whole life. I am
very much supportive of the La Verne Church and its val-
ues,” she says. Her parents were members of the La Verne
Church of the Brethren.
Following a change in Board policy regarding mandated

church positions, Ann was asked to stay on as an executive
committee member. “Ann is a caring and committed board
member, who devotes her time, wealth, and expertise to our
students and to the University. At Board meetings, Ann al-
ways has the courage to stand up for her convictions to
make her voice heard for our students and for our Univer-
sity,” says Avedis Kechichian, University of La Verne chief 
financial officer.
Ann strives to watch out

for student interests and
says she is vocal about
keeping tuition increases
down. While she under-
stands the reasons to keep
up with other universities’
tuition costs, she notes that
the rising cost of education
is higher than inflation be-
cause colleges continue
trying to compete with
each other. Ann says that
one of the nice things
about the Board is that they
are able to have good open
discussions, even if their
opinion is outside of the
general consensus. 
This philosophy is not

lost on the president.
“Mary Ann Quay Davis is a
most valuable asset to and
member of the Board of
Trustees. Her commitment
is to the whole student and
whole University,” says 
Devorah. n

BELOW: Ann Quay Davis
enjoys golf because of the
beautiful settings, fresh air,
sunshine and exercise. Golf
requires concentration,
which helps Ann relax and
enjoy the moment. She met
her husband Larry Davis 
20 years ago on a golf
course in Las Vegas. 
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ABOVE: Ann Quay Davis,
University of La Verne

Executive Board of
Trustee   member,

prepares taxes for clients
at the Glendora office of

Vicenti Lloyd and
Stutzman, now known
as  CliftonLarsonAllen 
since the companies

merged on June 1, 2017.     

Ann Quay Davis sits in her stately CliftonLarsonAllen
office, shielded by two huge access doors. Her ma-
jestic office holds neat stacks of books that capture

the complex and ever-changing tax laws. The sternness of
her discipline is softened by a sparkling limited-edition Dis-
ney wall print, “Light and Magic,” which shows Disney char-
acters and the Matterhorn. “I like sparkly things,” she says.
Ann is known as a tour de force tax specialist. She minis-

ters to people’s lives through numbers. The accounting spe-
cialist has informative advice to give students on how to get
fair treatment during the tax season. She notes that students
need to file for the American Opportunity Tax Credit where

they can get a maximum annual credit of $2,500. “The best
way for students to survive financially is to start saving at an
early age, even before you get to college, and try to keep
borrowing at a minimum. It is a lot harder to save when it
comes to your last years in college rather than starting from
the beginning,” Ann says. By taking on additional jobs in
college or cutting expenses to a minimum, students can
prevent overwhelming debt obligation after graduation. 
Ann has assisted community members for more than 27

years with taxes and is, understandingly, very busy during
the season. She takes pride in helping others achieve their
goals and makes sure her clients are treated fairly.

BY ANTHONY CARTER             PHOTOGRAPHY BY KATIE PYNE             DESIGN BY BROOKE GRASSO  
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ment—for their monthly star party. 
With only the light of the full moon shining over

them, they bring out their small spyglass-type refractor
and large 18-22 inch reflector telescopes to marvel at
the heavens. 
Who has not looked at the moon with an inexpensive

telescope and searched for the American flag planted

by Neil Armstrong on a summer
night in 1969? Who has not
looked up at a distant star and
wondered whether life exists
there. It is the great mystery on a
nightly canvas if only one takes
the opportunity to look up, as
humans have been doing for
hundreds of thousands of years.
The club members want to

share the experience. “Visitors
from the public are welcome at
both our general meetings and
our star parties. We also have a
monthly board meeting and oc-
casional events at local schools
and libraries,” says Mathew
Wedel, president, who by day is
a “traveling businessman,” but
by night is an astronomer. 
Aside from star parties and dis-

cussion of theories, the club
sponsors outreach programs and
events to involve the community.
“We used to get big groups up to
Mt. Palomar to tour the observa-
tory to view their 60 inch scope
or Mt. Wilson to see their amaz-
ing 100 inch scope,” Board
Member Cori Charles says.
For six years now, the as-

tronomers club has partnered
with the Friends of the Clare-
mont Library program, making
telescopes more accessible to
the public. Any adult (minimum
age 18) with a library card can
check out for free an OrionBlast
Telescope for a week at a time.
“The Friends of the Claremont Li-
brary provide the funding for the
program; we do the legwork to
acquire the telescopes, equip
them for lending and service
them,” Wedel says. 
The program is so popular that

there is a wait time of several
weeks. “We have placed three
telescopes in the library—it's
been a wildly successful pro-

gram,” he says. The club also takes part in Project Bright
Sky, an organization enabling blind individuals to see
space and to understand the universe for the first time
using optic technology.
The Pomona Valley Amateur Astronomers Club re-

cently boasted an active dues paying membership roster
with more than 100 names. Presently, the number is at

AT LEFT: Jeff Kaufman
aims his camera into the
night sky to capture images
of deep sky objects at the
Nightfall Star Party at Bor-
rego Springs, California.
Jeff’s computer is con-
nected to a specially built
camera that compiles three
exposures sensitized for
red, green and blue to cre-
ate a color image. The com-
puter is also used to aim
and operate the apparatus
to his left, which tracks his
camera in the night sky.
Also pictured is Jose
Magsaysay’s telescope, the
largest at the event.  
NEXT PAGE, TOP RIGHT:
In daylight, Jeff Kaufman
shows off his self-built
astro-photography rig at
the Nightfall Star Party at
Borrego Springs. Utilizing
prefabricated parts, the
specialized camera has a
built-in cooling system on
the sensor chip to reduce
sensor noise. Despite the
high-tech nature of the rig,
the lens used is an old
Nikon zoom lens manufac-
tured in the 1980s. 
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On Fridays closest to when the full moon rises
over the Shanahan Building of Harvey Mudd
College, the 35 active members of the Pomona

Valley Amateur Astronomers Club gather inside to con-
sider recent astronomical events and to listen to guest

speakers—scientists, professors and astronomers—who
are discussing their recent astronomical findings. The
following day, they trek to an area with no light pollu-
tion or smog—like Borrego Springs in the Anza-Borrego
Desert, the Calico Mines, Joshua Tree National Monu-
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Healing at
House of Ruth
Where victims of domestic violence become survivors 
BY KENDRA CRAIGHEAD     PHOTOGRAPHY BY JANELLE KLUZ     DESIGN BY KENDRA CRAIGHEAD

When she arrives, she is scared. She parks her car
across the street in the church parking lot and then helps
her children out of their car seats. She gathers her bags
and clutches her purse. She has been thinking about this
day for months. A spousal incident pushed her over the
edge this morning, and she made a split second decision
that brought her here. She walks up the path, reading the
engraved stones that lead to the entrance. One reads,
“Enter in peace”; another reads, “Each day is a journey,
and the journey itself, home.” 
At the door, there is an intercom button, which she

presses. The receptionist greets her with a question,
“How can we help you?” Through the intercom, she tells
her name, and why she is there. Immediately, the door
unlocks. She steps inside, takes a seat and waits. 

This first day, she could speak with a case manager or
a counselor, attend a class or ask for specialized counsel-
ing. She could even request social service advocacy or
pro bono legal assistance. She could also tell them that
she is ready to go to the shelter. Here, she has options.
Here, she is not alone. While she waits, she thinks about
the last stone along the pathway, the final engraving be-
fore the door, which read, “House of Ruth is the home of
love.” This is the opening experience for the many
women who have come to the House of Ruth seeking
help, guidance and safety.
The House of Ruth, in the city of Pomona, was

founded in 1977 and has since been dedicated to pro-
viding relief and aid to victims of domestic violence
across eastern Los Angeles and western San Bernardino
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ABOVE: The many staff and
volunteer members  who
make House of Ruth like a
family gather in the center’s
courtyard. Pat Bell, director of
development at the House of
Ruth, sits at the far right. Bell
graduated from  Northern
Arizona University where she
majored in theater. She
returned to California to
become a La Verne resident
for more than 22 years. 

35 active dues paying members. Membership extends
not only to individual adults, who pay $30, but also to
students, who pay $20. Families can join officially for
$40. Despite the active member status, the public is
welcome to join in at any event. Paying members re-
ceive the Nightfall Newsletter, discounts on scholarly
journals and magazines, and access to telescopes,
which they can check out freely.
Nov. 3 was 13-year-old Nick Andrew’s first meeting.

He wore a shirt with eight Pi symbols and the word
“Octo-pi” across it. Andrew found out about the club
online and asked his father to take him. “I’m interested
in astronomy and decided to come,” he says. 
Excited that the club was gaining members, Ron

Hoekwater welcomed Andrew, saying, “One of the
goals of our club is to encourage young people to enjoy
astronomy either as a hobby or a career. Amateur as-
tronomers are getting younger and younger, but our
club members are getting older and older. We’re happy
you came to join us.” 
On this night, Kevin Eltcher, a former aerospace engi-

neer for Boeing and author of “The Star: An Investiga-
tive Journey in Search of the Star of Bethlehem,” told
how he used astro-engineering software to deduce that
the star of Bethlehem could have been the planet

Jupiter. His matrix and pictures suggest that Jupiter was
visible for multiple days, was most prominent for travels
to the west and would have been brightly visible from
the east of Bethlehem, where the Magi were from ac-
cording to the Gospel of Matthew. 
Cori Charles, board member, says that his speech was

different from other presenters. “The topic was unique
for us but interesting. Some people were taking notes
and pictures of his presentation. It was fascinating.”
The skies are an incredible changing kaleidoscope of

patterns and phenomena. Personal highlights abound.
Oct. 21, members joined with other clubs at Borrego
Falls at Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. While adults
peered into their telescopes, the children, under adult
supervision, went scorpion hunting, using flashlights to
find the creatures as they glowed in the dark. “There
were more than 40 telescopes. We were able to see
Uranus and the Owl Nebula. They were like two LED
lights in the sky,” Charles says. “You could actually see
the discs of Uranus. It was amazing.” n

For more information, visit PVAA.org on the web.
Monthly club meetings are held at Harvey Mudd Col-
lege, Shanahan Building, Room 403, 7:30 p.m., the Fri-
day closest to the full moon.

  BELOW LEFT: Cori Charles,
Pomona Valley Amateur
Astronomers Club board

member, views the rings of
Uranus through her Orion
Skyquest XT6 Plus six-inch
telescope. After retiring
from a career as a police

detective, Cori now serves as
the regional director for the
planetary society, educating

the public on astronomy.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Timothy

Thompson delivers a
cosmology lecture to the
Pomona Valley Amateur

Astronomer’s Club. Timothy,
past president of the Los
Angeles Astronomical

Society and board member
of the Mount Wilson

Observatory Association,
cites individuals who helped

determine the age and 
size of the universe.



vivor of domestic violence, who sought help through
House of Ruth, and William Rowbotham, a ULV alum-
nus and domestic violence advocate. “In the time we’ve
been here, 1,200 women have been hit. In just one
hour, 1,200 women have suffered from physical abuse,”
says Rowbotham as he took the stage. “That’s why I am
here. I want to put House of Ruth out of business. I
want to end this.”
Green, who took the stage before a full Morgan Audito-

rium and told the story of her abuse, delivered a memo-
rable speech. It was her first time speaking about it publi-
cally, rather than in closed conversations with loved ones
and with people she trusted. The crowd sat at attention as
she began. “When I met him, he was perfect. He was
funny, smart, a good dad; he was perfect,” says Green.
“And it didn’t change over night; but now, looking back, I
don’t know if he was changing so much as settling in.”
Green detailed her relationship with her ex-husband. She
explained how it was when they were just dating, and
how they quickly married and moved in together, and
how, overtime, verbal abuse became physical.
Green said that their arguments always ended in tearful

apologies and promises, and the repetition of the phrase,
“I love you so much; I have never loved anyone as much
as I love you.” The words always came at the end of
every big fight. “The first time he hit me, he told me how
sorry he was, that he would never do it again, and that
he had never cared for someone as much as he cared for
me,” says Green. “The second time he hit me, I hit him
back . . . and again it ended with him repeating, ‘I’m so
sorry, I love you so much.’”
Green says that the abuse was not just hurting her, but

that it was changing her into a person she did not like.
Then a friend sat her down and told her, “Pixie, you’re
better than this.” That was when Green decided to get
out and get help. Green’s speech explains that an abusive
relationship is not always obvious to the people who are
in it, and that it can become normal, comfortable, famil-
iar, and, therefore, hard to break away from. 
“People feel like it’s a dark, dirty secret left at home,

like, ‘It’s her problem, not mine,’ but I feel like the more
we talk about what’s going on, and the more we open up

those doors for conversation, it
really helps people feel more
confident and comfortable to
say, ‘Hey, it’s not OK; you can’t
abuse her,” says Bell. 
House of Ruth’s services are

free of charge and open to any-
one in need. The non-profit’s vi-
sion is to ultimately end domes-
tic violence and to promote
healthy relationships. Their mis-
sion is to be dedicated to the
safety and well being of anyone
victimized by domestic violence,
which is based on a belief that
people deserve to live violent-

free lives, especially in their own homes. 
The organization helps an estimated 5,000 victims

each year, and provides domestic violence prevention,
awareness and education to more than 13,000 children,
teens and adults through classes hosted by local schools
and events put on by the organization. 
House of Ruth provides victims with the option to stay

at their 55-bed emergency shelter. The shelter is how
House of Ruth combats one of the leading reasons why
victims often remain in abusive relationships—their fear
of homelessness or simply not knowing where else they
can go. The shelter provides food, clothing, personal care
items, as well as counseling and legal and social services
at no cost. It is open and staffed 24 hours a day, seven
days a week.
Susie Salcedo-Ramirez, a Calworks case manager and

donation coordinator at the House of Ruth, assesses the
victims who come seeking help. She tells the story of one
woman who came to her as a victim of domestic vio-
lence, whose line of
work had been in so-
cial services. “When I
met her, she was so
smart and very articu-
late; she had her bach-
elor’s degree, and she
said to me, ‘Susie, I
just don’t know how I
got to be here.’” Sal-
cedo-Ramirez says that
many of the clients
whom she sees have
limited resources, lim-
ited education, limited
income and little to no
support from family.
“She had two daugh-
ters and was in a long-
term marriage,” she
says. The client told
Salcedo-Ramirez that
there was much verbal

AT LEFT: Jordan Leverette,
University of La Verne sen-
ior, makes copies of flyers,
spreadsheets and informa-
tion packets as she com-
pletes her community
service college requirements
at House of Ruth. Every year,
students from the University
of La Verne intern at the
House of Ruth, providing
valuable support to the non-
profit organization.
BELOW: Elyse Severson,
prevention coordinator for
the House of Ruth, speaks
on a panel at the Claremont
Graduate University Nov. 7,
providing the audience with
insight into the mindset of a
victim of domestic violence,
and why she or he might
not  try to seek help.
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counties. The House of Ruth serves women and men
from heterosexual and same-sex relationships who have
become victims of physical, mental, emotional and fi-
nancial abuse. House of Ruth defines domestic violence
as any act or pattern of behavior that attempts to estab-
lish dominance by one person over another through tac-
tics of fear and intimidation. The House of Ruth also rec-
ognizes that domestic abuse can be emotional, mental,
verbal, sexual and financial—any way that allows the
abuser to control his or her victim.
Pat Bell has led as the di-

rector of development at
House of Ruth for 10
years. “Domestic violence
is a hard subject for people
to talk about,” Bell says.
“The stigmas surrounding
violence and abuse make
it a very taboo topic, especially when there is so much
confidentiality surrounding our clients. For safety rea-
sons, we can’t put our clients in front of people and say,
‘We need you to help her.’ She has to remain anony-
mous.” Bell says that the anonymity of clients can make
fundraising difficult, since putting a face to a problem
can often be a huge advantage when asking for dona-
tions. “It’s hard to fundraise for domestic violence be-

cause a lot of organizations would rather support a
‘happy campaign,’ and not something they think will de-
press people like domestic violence.”
While domestic violence can be a hard subject to en-

gage people in, there are many layers to the issue that
go much deeper than physical abuse. “Abuse is all
about control,” says Bell. The abuser will isolate the
victim from friends, family; even keep the victim from
going to work. The abuser will even go as far as to
make the victim feel as if she or he deserves the abuse.

She says victims will often
feel ashamed of their
abuse, or ashamed of their
inability to stop it. They
are often afraid to talk
about it for fear of being
judged. This dynamic is
how the abuser keeps the

victim from reaching out for help.
During domestic violence awareness month in Octo-

ber, House of Ruth ran a week-long campaign, partner-
ing with the University of La Verne with “Run 4 Ruth.”
The week of events kicked off in Morgan Auditorium
with a set of speeches meant to bring awareness to the
local community about domestic violence. Bell gave an
introductory speech, followed by Pixie Green, a sur-

‘We shouldn’t be asking the question,
“Why does she stay,” but instead should

be asking, “Why does he hit her?” ’ 
–Pat Bell, director of development 

BELOW: The welcoming
pathway at the House of
Ruth leads to healing. 

The names on the stones
are dedicated to donors,
supporters and survivors.

Pat Bell, director of
development, is passionate
about changing the stigmas
that surround conversation
about domestic violence;

rather than victim shaming,
abusers should be the ones
held accountable, she says.



Are you ready for the big one? But, really, are you
ready to drop, cover and hold while the shaking
along our 800-mile long fault rumbles 10 miles

under the ground?
The earthquake is coming, and with so many small

tremors and life-shattering Mexico earthquakes recently,
it may be making its trembling appearance soon.
Gitty Amini, Jay Jones, Sean Bernard, Ebony Williams,

Scott Forsyth and
Giovanna Z. Rinaldo
reflect on what they
have done, or have
not done, to prepare
for when the big 
one hits.

Gitty Amini, associate
professor of political 
science, University of 
La Verne

“Not
enough.
I try to

do things; I have a re-
ally long commute so
I have to have things
in the car just in case.
I have a jacket, comfortable shoes, and at home we
have water, food, you know—lots of ramen and other
shelf stable stuff. But I wouldn’t want to eat any of it.
But if you’re hungry enough, you’re gonna do it. But
probably not enough, to be honest.
We aren’t good about checking it to make sure it

hasn’t expired, things like that. I was telling my stu-
dents the other day, reminding them to have a pair of
shoes by the bed so if it happens in the middle of the
night, and they have to get up and run out, that they
have something on their feet. You don’t want to run out
of the dorms naked. Maybe you should sleep with
something on. That might be a good thing.
The other thing I tell my students is to carry cash. If

something happens, and all the ATMs are down, we’re
hearing about all of the cases in Mexico City where
there are long lines; you don’t want to be one of those
people waiting for the ATM machine to come back on-
line. The other problem with having cash around is

you’re tempted to spend it. You need to be disciplined
about only using it for emergencies. 
I remember the Northridge earthquake. It was the one

that affected me the most. I was living alone in an apart-
ment. I was a grad student. It was tough because there was
damage to the building. All of my book cases toppled
over; stuff fell out of the cabinets. My apartment had to
shut off the gas and water for two weeks. But it didn’t
make me want to move out of California. I just learned
my lesson to be more prepared next time.
It seems to me, it isn’t something we should worry

about. It happens so frequently here in Southern Cali-
fornia, I don’t think we should obsess about it. We
should be prepared. It helps with your state of mind. 
Nevertheless, I’m worried about it a little bit here, I

spend a lot of time here and in my car. I’m in a really
small office here, so it’s a little scary. The bookshelves
are bolted to the wall, but the stuff is going to fall out.
But at the same time, I’ve got provisions to shelter in
place if needed. This [Founders Hall] building, because
it’s so old, we will need to evacuate. 
As native Californians, sometimes we can be lazy

about it, maybe even a bit too lazy. We still need to take
it seriously and to be prepared. It is a fact of life, so there’s
no point in panicking and leaving the state or anything,
but if you’re going to live here, you need to be prepared.”

Jay Jones, professor of
biology and bio-
chemistry, University
of La Verne

“The answer
to that is
“no.” If you

look in my [Mainiero
Building] office, for in-
stance, you see no re-
straining bars on the
books; they will come
falling out. This build-
ing is a brick building
that consists of two
layers of brick with a
two-inch concrete
core. In an earthquake,
those bricks could peel
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BOTTOM: Jay Jones,
professor of biology and
geography, says that he
has some necessary
items, such as a radio,
water  and earthquake
insurance on his house.
He also makes sure to
discuss earthquakes in
his safety training 
with students. 

TOP: Gitty Amini,
associate professor of
political science, has
prepared herself for an
earthquake by having
some money stashed
away for an emergency
and electronic copies of
important documents.
Gitty says that she did
not feel as worried
about being prepared
when she was not a
parent, but now she
wants to make sure her
children are safe.
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and emotional abuse, and that she was tired of it. “In the process
of her and her daughters leaving, she found out that her husband
had a different family—a wife and children—in Mexico. When
they left, he brought them into the home to replace them,” says
Salcedo-Ramirez.  
The case manager helped her through the legal process of

separation and divorce and transitioning into a whole new life.
“Here she was, this woman who had a degree, an education
and a career, and now she was on the receiving end of domes-
tic violence, which forced her from her comfortable home, her
comfortable paycheck, to living on the couch at her parents’
house, and living on a few hundred dollars a month,” says 
Salcedo-Ramirez.
If the process was difficult for this woman, imagine the

process for women or men who do not have an education, who
do not have a degree or a career to eventually fall back on,
says Salcedo-Ramirez. Without any of those things, she says,
and without family support, a woman can easily feel as though
she has no choice but to remain in her abusive relationship.
“Domestic violence has no preference of whom it affects,” says
Salcedo-Ramirez.
Like any non-profit, the best way to support the House of Ruth

is through donations. Donations can include supplies for their
shelter, such as linens, toiletries, gift cards for the women and
their children, and other generous gifts and basic necessities listed
on their website. The House of Ruth could also use volunteers to
help with their 24-hour hotline and childcare. Information on
how to get involved can be found at houseofruthinc.org. n

Victims of domestic violence may not even be aware of
their situation. The House of Ruth suggests asking your-
self 12 simple questions if you are worried that your re-

lationship may be abusive: 
• Are you scared of your partner’s temper?
• Are you afraid to disagree with your partner?
• Has your partner kicked, hit, slapped or shoved you?
• Do you avoid seeing friends or family because your partner
gets jealous?
• Has your partner ever forced you to have sex and/or have
you ever been afraid to say no to sex?
• Are you forced to explain everything that you do?
• Do you need to explain everywhere you go and every person
that you see?
• Do you believe that you cannot live without your partner?
• Do you believe your partner will change for the better or will

be less abusive if you get married?
• Does your partner make you feel worse about yourself?
• Do you have fewer and fewer happy times together?
• Do you spend a lot of time on apologies, promises, anger,
guilt or fear?

Asking for help can be hard. When it comes to domes-
tic abuse, victims will be made to feel ashamed or
embarrassed of their abuse, making it difficult for

them to speak up, even to their closest family members or
friends. If that process is difficult for victims, imagine how
much more difficult it must be for them to reach out to organi-
zations like House of Ruth on their own. If you are a family
member or friend who suspects that someone you know is a
victim of an abusive relationship, there are many different
ways that you can help. 
“The issue of domestic violence is not selective in who expe-

riences it; the majority of the people we see are women who
are the victims, but we know that women abuse and can be
the perpetrator, and we do have male clients,” says Bell. “The
thing with men being victimized is that there is a lot of stigma
around that in society, and men are not as apt to disclose that
they are being abused because it can be perceived as weak-
ness.” Men in the House of Ruth program are given access to
the same help as the women clients. 
Shirley Cabrera, a therapist at House of Ruth, has a Q&A

on House of Ruth’s blog defining the many ways “bystanders
can become advocates for victims of domes tic violence.” As
a therapist, Cabrera counsels women and children who have
experienced violence first hand, whether at home or in their
community.
Cabrera estimates that 75 percent of the time a family mem-

ber or a friend plays an active role in getting the victim to
reach out for help. “One time, a client mentioned that her
abuser left her home, and she thought her neighbors were un-
aware of the situation. So, she approached her neighbors, even
though she was embarrassed and ashamed, and explained the
situation. She always kept her back porch light off, and she
asked them to call the police if they ever saw it turned on,”
says Cabrera. “Sure enough, the abuser showed up one day
and after entering her home became abusive. As she was trying
to get away, she managed to turn on the backlight. Her neigh-
bor called the police, and the abuser was detained.”
If you are in need of support, counseling or pro bono legal

guidance, contact the House of Ruth today. The House of Ruth
website (houseofruthinc.org) is made safe for victims to view
by including a “hide this page” button, which, in case of an
emergency, immediately closes the website’s home page and
redirects the viewer to a Google news page. The 24-Hour Toll
Free Hotline is (877) 988–5559 and the Pomona office phone
number is (909) 623–4364. 
The biggest way that bystanders can become advocates for

their friend or family member who has become the victim of
an abusive relationship is simply by showing unconditional
support and never judging them for the decision they make,
even if that decision is to go back to the abuser repeatedly.
“We have a saying here [at the House of Ruth]: don’t be a by-
stander, be an up-stander,” Bell says. “Stand up for the victim,
acknowledge that abuse is not OK, and say something.” n

Reaching out is
easier than you
think . . .
BY KENDRA CRAIGHEAD     PHOTOGRAPHY BY JANELLE KLUZ 
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so it won’t come down, but other than that we try to have a
provision of food. 
I’ve experienced several earthquakes. I’ve worked at La

Verne for more than 30 years, and I was here during the
Northridge earthquake where part of the Arts and Commu-
nications building fell
down. Our shop was
right across the street.
It was pretty scary.
Even during that time
with the little cell
phones we had,
everyone was trying to
call everyone at the
same time, and no
one could get
through. The phone
lines we tried calling
were land lines, and
the phones were al-
ways busy. So, you
didn’t know what hap-
pened at home, be-
cause you were over
here at work. It was kind of scary. 
My advice: Try to have anything that can fall over

strapped down. Maybe some of the pictures on your wall
should have double-sided sticky tape on the back to
make sure they stay on the wall. Make sure your water
heater is well secured. I just changed mine out at home,
and the straps on it, I discovered, were not very good.”

Giovanna Z. Rinaldo, University of La Verne 
international student from Brazil.

“Iwouldn’t say I’m afraid of the earthquake. I justlike to be prepared and know I can only do so
much, but I would rather be ready to do that

when the time comes, if it does. It is better to be safe
than sorry, and I was actually talking to people on the
Campus Times trying to convince them to have the min-
imum amount of supplies in the room, because we’re in
that building a lot. It would be good to at least have
some protection in there. 
To prepare myself, I came up with this earthquake kit

after everyone was talking about an increased chance of an
earthquake. I was scared it was going to happen soon. It
was around that time I was thinking, “What if it happens
this week?” So I went online, and there are a lot of lists
about what you can get to be prepared. I printed one out
and circled everything I thought was most important. I went
to Target, got a bunch of stuff and put it in this bag. I have
another smaller one in my car, too. Now, I’m prepared.
A lot of people say that when the big one hits, it’s going

to be huge, and there is only so much you can do. Because
of the Mexico earthquakes recently, and because they’re so
close, I have the feeling we will have one soon. So, having
the kit gives me a little bit more safety, but not so much.
I have this first aid kit with 125 items like Band-Aids,

Neosporin, Bengay, hand cleansing wipes and gloves. [I
have] lots of Band-Aids, which I don’t know whether they
will actually help much. I keep the kit in my apartment, in
my closet. I’ve never opened it; its just there, waiting. Look-
ing at it now, I think I might need some other things. I
made a laminated card with tape over paper with the
Brazilian consulate number, passport information, visa
control number and driver’s license information in case
I need to flee. I also have $100 because I never have
cash on me, and my dad is always telling me, ‘You
need to have cash for emergencies.’ You never know; if
an earthquake happens, energy might be down.
I also have shampoo, soap, toothpaste, tissues, medi-

cine, Vaseline, a toothbrush, hand sanitizer. If I have to
leave, I just have everything here. I didn’t really pack
clothes, so if it happens that would be the thing I would
need to get really quick before I can leave.
And there’s more. I have duct-tape, I don’t know what

it’s for, but what if I need it to fix something? I have a
big flashlight that came in a set with a smaller one that I
keep by my bed. Then, there are some glow sticks, in
case there is no electricity, and I need to draw attention
somewhere. One is blue, and one is green. My favorite
in the whole kit is my whistle. When I did research,

people said this was
the most important. If
you can’t call for help,
or if you’re almost
passing out, people
can actually find you
with this. I have one
in my car, too. For
now, I feel like I’m
kind of ready.” 

From the Editor:
So, how do we pre-

pare for the big one?
If all of this over-
whelmed you into
wanting an earth-
quake kit like Gio-
vanna’s, head over to
Ready.gov for some

suggested, possibly life saving items. Optimally, your kit
will have enough to get you through the first 48 hours,
whether you are at home, in your car or at work. If you
are feeling generous, bring a little extra to help out some
co-workers; you never know what you wil need from
them, in turn. Food, water, comfortable shoes, medica-
tions, laminated documents, a first aid kit and a backup
phone charger are just a few of the essentials.
Unfortunately, luck will be upfront. Let us just say I hope I

am not in an elevator on the 24th floor or in Jay Jones’
Mainiero Building office. Perhaps our best sharing nature
will come out, and people like Scott Forsyth will have
enough room for all of us in their RVs. For now, I’m stocking
up on Top Ramen and keeping around some good karma.n

BOTTOM: Giovanna  Z.
Rinaldo, senior
journalism major and
Campus Times editor in
chief, displays her
earthquake kit.
Giovanna assembled an
earthquake kit because
of her increased
awareness of an
earthquake happening
in California. Giovanna’s
kit includes a flashlight,
glow sticks, a whistle,
Advil, super glue, duct
tape and a first aid kit.  

TOP: Scott Forsyth, from
Facilities Management,
says he has strapped
down items in his
house, including his
water heater, and has
an RV ready across town
for his family to live in
should his house
become uninhabitable.
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off. To be quite honest with you, I would rather be in
Founders Hall than this building. I’m aware of the danger;
it doesn’t consume much of my thought. I do think ‘where
would I go?’ and I stress that with my students. I would
simply go under my desk if I were here. 
I teach general geology. I’m a lucky guy; I get to teach

all kinds of things. I take students to the San Andres
Fault right over here. We’re very close to that fault
trend, and of course that’s a very big fault trend. Were
in a kink of the San Andres fault. Because of the jog, it
binds up, and so when there is one, it is going to be a
very, very big one. 
For my students, it’s part of our safety training in our

laboratory downstairs, and there are very few places
where students can duck. There is a lot of heavy equip-
ment, so I have students think, ‘OK, where are you go-
ing to go if the shaking begins?’ 
I tell the students not to just dash out of the building

because we have these big tiles, and the tiles are held
there primarily by gravity. If we have a little after shock,
and one comes sailing down, those are ceramic tiles,
and they could kill a person. 
And then, of course, if it’s a fairly mild quake, and

you’ve got a Bunsen burner going, hit it before you
duck to turn it off. If you
have a boiling water bath,
make sure you move away.”

Sean Bernard, professor of
creative writing, University
of La Verne

“Iused to be afraid ofearthquakes before I
moved to Califor-

nia. The first earthquake I
felt was in 1999 on Thanks-
giving. It kind of woke me
up. And I was like, ‘I feel
like that was an earth-
quake.’ And that was the ex-
tent of that conversation. In
2007-2012, I felt indifferent
with occasional bouts of ‘it’s
nice to shake things up
every now and then, no pun intended; oh, wait, it’s awful
to think that disasters might in any way be good stupid
Dwayne Johnson movies.’
Any time there is a natural disaster, my wife and I try to

give money. The response is to help out with relief efforts,
but it doesn’t make me more wary of California earth-
quakes. I’m pretty aware of fault lines. 
We’re Costco members, and they have this, ‘You can get

a 1,000 meals readiness kit for the end of the world.’ My
wife and I joke about getting it for each other for Christmas.
I replay and reconsider personal interactions more than

hypothetical situations. I’m more upset by people than by
earthquakes that haven’t happened. Actual fires are worse
than pretend earthquakes. I understand that people fear these

abstractions, but there are many more problems that we can
actually do something about. Filling a bathtub with water or
buying bomb shelters is privileging your imagination over
real problems. Real problems are harder to deal with.”

Ebony Williams, 
assistant director of
the Academic 
Success Center

“Ihave friendswho work in
emergency

preparedness, so 
they just give me
stuff. I have this 
flashlight that if you
squeeze it, all of a
sudden it comes on. 
I also have packaged
food and water that
will last a few days. 
I have it all in a bag.
and it’s in a closet. 
So that’s how pre-

pared I am, and it has nothing to do with me; it’s
because of my friends.
It doesn’t scare me at all. I grew up in Califor-

nia, and I was around during Northridge, so it is
just kind of life. The thing that does freak me out
are tornados. My cousin moved to Oklahoma,
and I’m like, ‘OK, that I can’t do.’
I was little during the Northridge earthquake,

and it wasn’t that scary to me. I think it is the
growing up with it that makes it not as intimidat-
ing. I think a 20-year-old in the middle of that
would be like, ‘What? I’m going back to wher-
ever I came from.’ Since we’re from California,
it’s a part of our life. 
The thought of it stays in the background. It’s

not something I think about often, except for
when I’m thinking about designing my room—
OK, where can I put it where it doesn’t fall, and if
it does fall, it has a very short way to travel. If
things fall, they will fall straight down on to the

carpet, or they will shake and stay on the wall.
The one place I don’t want to be is in my car. I wouldn’t

know what to do. I would just stop. I think talking about it
gets you to prepare, though, because now I’m thinking I
should put something in my car. So, thank you.”

Scott Forsyth, maintenance worker, University of La Verne

“My family tries to be prepared. Am I totally
prepared? I’d be lying to you. OK, no, we’re
not really prepared. Our feeling was always

that, we have an RV, and if it were a major earthquake we
would just live in the RV because it is self contained. That’s
one of our ideas, but, unfortunately, it’s stored across town. 
Our closets and what not—everything is strapped down

TOP: Ebony Williams,
assistant director at the

Academic Success
Center, has not totally
prepared herself for an
earthquake but does

feel safe on campus if an
earthquake occurs.
Ebony feels that her

office is in a safe
location because the

Abraham Campus Center
is a new building

compared to some
others on campus.

BOTTOM: Sean Bernard,
professor of creative

writing, says his
response to natural

disasters is to help out
with relief efforts

through donations. Sean
says he has not yet felt a
significant earthquake

as an adult but has
purchased earthquake
insurance for his house.
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ing at the passport itself, not at the person.”
Still, entry into American society had its struggles. Firas' first

three months in the United States were riddled with culture
shock. He toiled to learn English, an entirely new language,
as Arabic is the official language of Kuwait. He adjusted from
the conservative culture of Kuwait to what he calls the more
egalitarian culture of the United States. Firas says that the
United States has a fluid class system. “There are classes in
Kuwaiti society, like first class citizen, second class citizen or
residents actually; but here, everybody is equal. Whatever
you do, you cannot humiliate anybody. [As] either a worker
or a laborer—like working for a cleaning company—there’s
not that discrimination happening. It was fascinating for me.”
He says when he tells this to people who have not witnessed
American culture, he “gets a weird look.” Nevertheless, in Fi-
ras’ experience, people were treated unequally in other areas
post-9/11. In 2006, the year before he obtained full citizen-
ship, Firas says he entered the United States with a green
card, only to spend three hours at customs and one hour in
interrogation, thanks to the Bush-era policy of (he makes air
quotes with his fingers) “random selection.”
At La Verne, Firas ex-

plored three different majors
before discovering his pas-
sion for computer program-
ming. Following his 2012
graduation, he first worked
in information technology at
MEDxm and then as a tech-
nician at Laptop Masters.
He continued to volunteer
at nonprofits. In 2016, he
matriculated in La Verne’s
leadership management
program to widen his career
opportunities. 
Now, his career direction

is to specialize in the non-
profit sector, for seeing the
improvement of refugee
families is what he finds the
most rewarding. “In the
couple of months that I visit
a family, I see the improve-
ment that has happened—
when they get a job, when
the kids are speaking Eng-
lish fluently—sometimes
better than me—even
though I stayed here for 10
years. It is a remarkable time. I feel that I did my job.” 
His impressive record as a volunteer started with the

American Rescue Fund, which supported Syrian refugee or-
phans living in Turkey. The organization supplied ovens for
bakeries, built water wells in Syria, and donated warm
clothes so refugees could survive the harsh, snowy winters.
When the American Rescue Fund converted into the Ameri-
can Relief Fund, it changed its mission to focus on refugees

living locally. Firas holds the position of chief financial offi-
cer. Locally, ARF helps adults find jobs and assists children
applying to schools. Syrian refugee families find sponsorship
as well as association with peer families. Often, the refugees
need assistance managing documents and bills. Firas says
that, for most families, rent is the biggest problem they face.
ARF provides a six-month program in which families get
$200 to $600 a month for rent. 
Firas also co-founded in 2005 the Syrian American Coun-

cil (SAC) youth committee, to which he now serves as an ad-
viser. The committee exists to educate Syrian-American
youth about the Syrian revolution, which began March 15,
2011. Last year, Firas met with Representative Norma Torres
(CA-D) and convinced her to co-sponsor H.R. 1677, the
Caesar Syria Civilian Protection Act of 2017, which put
sanctions on Syrian president Bashar al-Assad. “Whenever I
leave the meetings, I feel like I narrated the story of the Syr-
ian people and the Syrian revolution. I feel like I got the
word out,” Firas says. “I really feel unlimitedly happy.”
Prior to the revolution, SAC pushed for civil liberties in

Syria, which Firas describes as a “dictatorship.” The Syrian
people pressured the gov-
ernment to free political
prisoners, conduct demo-
cratic elections, and to gain
freedom of speech. These
demands were met with
force. “You would just van-
ish,” Firas says. “The govern-
ment killed hundreds of
people.” In contrast, Ameri-
cans have the right to free-
dom of speech and freedom
of religion. Despite this, Fi-
ras did not always feel safe
in the United States practic-
ing his religion. During the
Bush administration, he
feels that he was under con-
stant investigation due to his
faith, whether that was
through “random selection”
at the airport, or through
suspicion from the general
public. During President
Barack Obama’s term, he
feels the tension eased. “I
could move freely in the air-
port,” Firas says. When
Donald Trump utilized

xenophobic and Islamophobic rhetoric during his presiden-
tial campaign, Firas says he was not as afraid as he was un-
der Bush. This was because he had gained his citizenship. “I
already established my identity,” Firas says. “I know my
rights.” And he is certain that he belongs. “I’m not different
from anyone. I’m not labeled as a ‘stranger’ in the country. I
became a citizen, so I can be myself. I can be normal, re-
gardless of what I do.” n

OPPOSITE PAGE: Firas
Arodaki, now a graduate
student at the University of
La Verne, has lent strong
support to Syrian refugee
families who strive to start
new lives in the United
States. According to Zandra
Wagoner, University of La
Verne Interfaith Chaplain,
Firas is a treasured “conduit”
for families and students, a
role that he has played both
on and off campus. He serves
as the chief financial officer
of the American Relief Fund,
managing documents and
bills for families who have
limited English proficiency.
Firas also works with the
Syrian American Council
and has met with
Representative Norma
Torres to prompt her to co-
sponsor a bill that would
put sanctions on Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad.
AT LEFT: Firas Arodaki’s
bright blue prayer rug is
pointed northeast in the
Qibla direction toward
Mecca during his daily
prayers in the prayer and
meditation room on the
second floor of the Campus
Center. When Firas co-
founded the Muslim
Student Association  in
2010, he petitioned the
University of La Verne
administration to install a
prayer room on campus. 
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Two families have fled from Syria and now reside in Southern Cali-
fornia, trying to adjust to their new life in the West. The parents
speak Arabic and struggle to learn English at the same pace as their

young children, who started translating for their parents after just a few
months in the United States. Due to their limited English proficiency, the
parents gained jobs that do not require much communication. Their other
children of high school and college age also have much catching up to
do. While adjusting to American culture, their transition support comes
from Firas Arodaki, a graduate student at the University of La Verne.
Firas, the president of the Muslim Student Association at the Univer-

sity of La Verne, is known for his interfaith work on campus and for his
work with nonprofit organizations that help refugees. He constantly
strives to improve the environment for Muslims on the University cam-
pus and also their image in the eyes of their non-Muslim peers. Firas
founded the Muslim Student Association (MSA) with psychology major
Nawal Atoura and chemistry major Rasha Dobouni in spring 2010. At
its start, the MSA campaigned for the a prayer room on campus, which
is now located near the West Gallery on the second floor of the
Michael and Sarah Abraham Campus Center. The MSA also surveyed
students about their knowledge of Islam, the results of which are cap-
tured in a 2012 video titled, “Muslim Student Association University of
La Verne” found on Firas' YouTube account. “It was fun, people laughed
at themselves,” says University of La Verne Interfaith Chaplain Zandra
Wagoner. “You could be comfortable with your ignorance.” From there,
Zandra and the MSA leadership set up an event called Islam 101, in
which they educated La Verne students about the faith’s central tenets.
Included was Islamophobia, misconceptions about Islam and Muslim
holidays. The MSA hosted movie nights and speaker events. MSA
quickly became one of the largest non-Greek clubs on campus, with
100 to 150 people attending each event. For Firas, the club’s success is
not solely dependent on numbers. “It depends what successful means,”
Firas says. “In each event we did, we hit our target. We accomplished
what we wanted, and they are different.”
Firas and his family moved to the United States 17 years ago in pur-

suit of a better life. Now, he is an American citizen who strives to pro-
vide the same path for Syrian refugees. He was born and raised in
Kuwait to parents of Syrian origin. Due to their Syrian background, they
were barred from Kuwaiti citizenship. In contrast, the United States
grants citizenship to those born within its borders, offers tourist and
working visas to expatriates and allows application for immigration sta-
tus regardless of one’s origins. The most Firas’ family could gain in
Kuwait was residency, which came with restrictions. For example,
Kuwaiti universities cap the number of expatriates and individuals with
residency accepted, and children of non-Kuwaiti families have a tough
time gaining a seat in a desired public school. Non-Kuwaitis also re-
ceive different treatment than Kuwaitis at Kuwaiti airports. “In customs,

the cops have different dealings for different nationalities,” Firas says.
“There’s an aisle for Kuwaitis, there’s an aisle for people from the Arab
Gulf, and there’s one for people who are neither. I went to the aisle for
‘none of both’ as a Syrian, and then as an American, and I can distinguish
the difference. When giving the Syrian passport, the cop was not so re-
spectful. You can tell from his tone. But when I came with my American
passport, I could see the respect. I could see that I’m a valuable person,
even though I speak Arabic. I think the consideration was they were look-
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soon as possible. If you only have a couple friends who
are available—or want to go solo—the room operators
will most likely pair you with another smaller group so
everyone can enjoy the experience.
Not all escape rooms are scare-themed. A good number

are, though, so choose your experience wisely . . . like how
you would choose a hot sauce at a Mexican restaurant. The
three escape rooms near the University of La Verne are
“Chronos” in Pomona, “The13th Room” in downtown
Pomona and “Trapped!” located in Upland. Each company
has such a different approach to its craft. They could have
multiple rooms in effect. For instance, The 13th Room has a
wizard-themed experience called “Alchemy and Wizardry,”
a Sherlock Holmes-themed room as well as a haunted ho-
tel experience called “The 13th Room.” 
Trapped has an Alice in Wonderland themed room

where you are tasked to find your dog that dove through
the rabbit hole as well as “The Lair of the PuzzleMaster”
and “Sector 13.” 
Chronos has a

large murder mys-
tery room that
leads you through
creepy corners and
frightening props
with your friends.
Each of the venues
has different prices
and different
themes, so re-
search and call in
advance for an ap-
pointment.
Once you corral

your team to-
gether, you will
check in and receive a rule debrief. This debrief is impor-
tant, because these rooms are just as fragile as they are in-
teractive. Each room encourages all types of visitors to en-
gage with the room’s props for clues, but, while some
clues may be in the walls, the room operator will tell you
what is an interactive prop, and what is not. No one wants
to waste time pulling a drawer off the shelf when no clues
are behind it. Believe me, you do not want to pay for the
room repairs. P.S. You may also get a story in the begin-
ning to set the mood of the room. This story could give
you clues once inside, so listen carefully. You will love
how excited your friends will get!
Use your clues wisely if you are only given three. Most

rooms allow three clues to teams that are stumped by the
rooms’ puzzles, but there are some that allow as many
clues as you desire. There may also be inquisitive actors
within the room to wander you into the right direction.
Normally, rooms allow 60 minutes to solve the entire

room. Make sure you listen to see how long you have to
be free from the escape room experience.
Now that you know how to start the process, some peo-

ple still wonder: Why would you want to willingly lock

yourself in a room to escape? Many people ponder this, but
once they experience it, they wish that they knew about the
places sooner, because, come on . . . how many times can
you order pizza and watch a movie on the weekend? 
Now that you know the recipe for a fun time, here is

some insider advice:
1) Check whether you have a linear room vs. non-linear

room. Does your room have to be solved in order or can
you solve it out of order? This will help you understand
where to put all of your mental energy.
2) Never rule out anything even if it seems “impossible.”
There may be things in the room that are not as they

seem . . . and what is possible in this experience may defy
conventionality in a regular setting.
3) Know where your clues are and organize.
Do not get your props mixed up! Make a clue location

and know when you used a clue.
So, once you are sufficiently addicted and do all of the

rooms in the area,
now what? Never
fear, because
these escape
room artists
change their
room puzzles and
themes fast and
often! Check their
websites to see
what they brew
up next. And if
you are still ob-
sessed with es-
cape rooms, there
are video games
that are themed
as such; there

even is a TV show called “Race to Escape” that aired on
Discovery Channel.
Like the King said to Alice, “Begin at the beginning, the

King said gravely, and go on till you come to the end: then
stop.” Even through all of Alice’s twists and turns, she
knew that she would find her way. It is like the famous
Cheshire cat dialogue with Alice in the woods:
Cat: Where are you going?
Alice: Which way should I go?
Cat: That depends on where you are going.
Alice: I don’t know.
Cat: Then it doesn’t matter which way you go.

Persevere and try to escape!

P.S. I have hidden in italics a subliminal message for you
to solve. Can you figure out the sentence? n

Alexandra Felton loves escape rooms that immerse her 
into new worlds with intricate puzzles and fun. She 
has played six different rooms and looks forward to 
finding more. 

ABOVE: The 13th Room is
an escape room company
located in downtown
Pomona. Eddy Millis and
Carla Manjarrez own and
manage the company
along with their other
escape room experiences.
Their props (left) are
imported and are unique
to each theme they present
to the public. 

Here are the
benefits of
visiting an

escape room:
Gives life variety
Do something

different besides
going out to a
restaurant. How
many restaurants
can one person fre-
quent more than
once? Apparently, a
lot. Let’s change the
narrative!
Provides team
building 
Do you have a job?
Bring your work-
place acquain-
tances to a fun
place where they
can incorporate
training principles
to the “fun work
environment” al-
ways encouraged
with a team build-
ing experience. Be-
sides, it will be just
plain fun. Your co-
workers will always
talk about this day
and remember
your creative ap-
proach.
Gets you active
Get up and move

around while also
using your brain.
Escape rooms spark
creativity and out-
of-the-box thinking
wherever you go. n
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Before Alice ever discovered the rabbit hole to Won-
derland, she knew that her curiosity would ulti-
mately drive her to jump. Once she did, she was

thrown into a world where she had to chase a White Rab-
bit, solve riddles from a Mad Hatter and choose haphaz-
ardly which way would lead her home by the guidance of a
disappearing Cheshire Cat. Even through her trials and
tribulations, she made friends, learned how to look out-of-
the-box and survive the experience. But . . . could you?
Secretive locations have been spotted throughout South-

ern California that present a new form of themed enter-
tainment called “escape rooms.” These rooms can be lo-
cated in discrete locations like warehouses, business
offices and abandoned strip malls. You have probably
driven past dozens of them for more than a few years. 
While some people may have heard of them, they are

not aware of their purpose or how to have the experience.
Some may believe these rooms to be the same as haunted
houses, but they do not have the same objectives. Here
are the key differences:
A haunted house is always going to be a scare-themed

experience that involves actors, various props and scary

sound effects to make one
jump and scream while walk-
ing on a designated path from
beginning to end. The objec-
tive is to get through the
haunted house with or without
the help of friends. Plus, nor-
mally, these houses are Hal-
loween themed.
An escape room is com-

pletely different. First of all, do
not let the name “escape
room” fool you. Professionals
in the industry also call them
“puzzle rooms” or “adventure
rooms” in order to clarify their
various objectives. Each room
can be themed differently with
options ranging the spectrum
of murder mystery to fairytale
journey. Like a video game,
teams are invited into a room
and tasked to solve certain ob-
jectives in a unique area filled
with hidden clues. This is an
extremely immersive experi-

ence where teamwork is crucial. While a haunted house
requires one to walk the path through the house, the es-
cape room requires one to solve the “puzzle” in order to
gain a victorious exit. Teamwork and clue-solving skills re-
quired . . . just for that added bonus.
The escape room fascination spread from Japan to Eu-

rope before arriving on American shores a few years ago.
Each room is themed like your favorite movie or video
game come to life, and filled with intricate clues and gadg-
ets that teams—usually two to 10 people—have to solve in
order to win. Every room provides a certain amount of
clues as long as one listens and works as a team.
How do you begin this experience? Here is a common

recipe for an escape room. Oh, and no cell phones are al-
lowed during the experience. That may be the only scary
part of this experience for some, so you have been warned.
Getting a group of your friends together at the same time

is never easy, so take my advice and plan accordingly.
When you book the appointment online or over the
phone, you need to ask about availability and how many
people are allowed in a room. Each room differs in size,
so it is important to try and get your squad together as
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ABOVE: Richard Wilson,
owner of the “Trapped!”

escape rooms, has
participated in more than
100 escape room-themed

experiences in his life.
Because of his passion for
creativity and analytical
brain-teasers, he opened

his own business.
“Trapped!” is located on

Mountain Avenue in
Upland, California, and

offers three main rooms:
Down the Rabbit Hole, The
Lair of the Puzzlemaster

and Sector 13. 
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ture? They let me know that they have five new ideas, and they just fin-
ished their second room “Inception.” Hint: This room is disorienting
and might make you feel upside down. “We are new, so we want to be
impressive and get our name out there.” If you are interested in trying
new concepts and ideas from abroad, then try Chronos.

Trapped! in Upland, 600 N. Mountain Ave., b204. 
Phone: (909) 360-9806. Email: info@trappedescaperoom.com
Owner Richard Wilson and his brother-in-law Roland Ebrite have four

differently themed experiences ready to go for anyone daring enough to
try them. Each one has different difficulty levels. Trapped! opened in Au-
gust 2015 and was the first escape room to be made in the Inland Em-
pire. They have 10 employees and a design team to make their amazing
experiences come to life.
Their location is like a game in it-

self—hard to find—because it is in a
modest business building module on
the second floor. Once you find your
way up there, you get to see the true
professionalism of the place. Upbeat
Celtic music plays inside the waiting
room. Movie-like framed posters adver-
tise their other experiences. The rest of
the room has sign props held up with
Velcro on the wall that say funny little
phrases like, “Winner, winner chicken
dinner” to hold in front of you for a pic-
ture after you finish the room. 
Once my six friends arrived, we

were instructed via video on the room
rules. There is an animated team
member on a virtual screen who high-
lighted what we were and were not al-
lowed to do. I had never seen that be-
fore, so it was very high-tech to me.
Even though I want to try all of the

rooms, I chose Alice and Wonderland.
Boy, was I glad that I did. The room,
“Down the Rabbit Hole,” is a family-
friendly themed experience. It really
did feel like I was there. Once we
were told the story via another high-
tech video, this room translated from a
game into a real experience. Without spoiling the room’s contents, I
can honestly say that the artistry put into the room is impeccable. The
attention to detail toward lighting, the friendly, quirky sound effects and
the non-linear puzzle tasks are unique. I was really in this experience.
You forget time, you forget your burdens; all that matters is solving the
puzzle. With great effort, we were able to finish the room with about
seven minutes left.
Richard Wilson, the owner of Trapped! says that he learned about es-

cape rooms in 2014 while researching European escape rooms.  He first
tried one in Las Vegas before departing for the continent. “I have always
been interested in puzzles and games,” says Richard about his inspira-
tion to make his own rooms. “I always had an entrepreneurial spirit.”
His rooms stand out. “Our rooms are now a lot more immersive since

we started. The sets are more impressive looking. Our puzzle design has a
better flow. We have learned through experience. I don’t want our cus-
tomers to feel like they’re playing a game; they should feel like they are

transported.” If you are looking for a different experience than Alice and
Wonderland, try escaping a criminal mastermind’s trap in “The Lair of the
PuzzleMaster.” If you want a room that has you sneaking into a high-secu-
rity underground lab to save your nephew, try solving “Sector 13.” Finally,
if you want to try a 15-minute experience where you are trapped in a cof-
fin and try to get out, then try “Deadringers,” their newest experience.

The 13th Room in downtown Pomona, 109 E Third St., 
Phone: (909) 907-9252. Email: the13throom@gmail.com
Owner Eddy Millis and Manager Carla Manjarrez have three differ-

ently themed experiences that range from a wizard experience to a
haunted hotel room. Even Sherlock Holmes himself is represented at
the company. The business opened with The 13th Room haunted hotel

experience in September 2015. Each
room has either one or two operators
who make the experience enjoyable.
A group of my Sigma Kappa sorority

sisters and I chose to do the Alchemy
and Wizardry room together, and it
did not disappoint. We parked in
downtown Pomona and soon realized
that the experience is within a large
brick building called the Mayfair Ho-
tel, which is now being used as an
apartment complex after historically
accurate renovation.
Finding the entrance was the start of

the game. A woman, dressed for the
part as a wizard’s apprentice, greeted
us. When we entered the room, we
were immediately put into the experi-
ence. There was no waiting room. We
were given the rules and a wonder-
fully crafted back story on the task at
hand. It was also apparent that the
props were taken into much consider-
ation when designing the Wizard’s
study room. The steam-punk look of
the walls and exciting props were tan-
talizing and made me want to try all of
the buttons and knobs.
When the wizard’s apprentice

briefed us on the rules after the narra-
tion, she told us that we only have three clues to use throughout the 60
minutes inside the experience. I was excited when she said that, be-
cause we would have to work harder on preserving our guesses. Even
with the clue limitation, my sisters and I were able to escape with 10
minutes left. It felt like an amazing accomplishment knowing we were
under a little more pressure and still did well!
After the experience, I met with Eddy and Carla. Eddy explains how

he has produced live events for a few decades, from live MMA fights to
mud runs, so he and Carla have always had an interest in the entertain-
ment business. “We love the ‘Halloween’ or the spooky genre, and we
both love games, so we decided to make rooms ourselves, and after
playing many escape rooms, conducting tons of research and finding
an amazing location at the Mayfair Hotel, we decided to go for it and
develop Pomona's very own first escape room.” 
Carla said that the history of the Mayfair Hotel made a great, eerie

feel for some of their experiences. I agree. n
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ABOVE: The “Alchemy and
Wizardry Experience”

includes mythical mystery
as one steps into the

wizard’s study. What does
this machine do? This family

friendly room is riddled
with puzzles that must be

solved before time runs out.
NEXT PAGE, AT RIGHT:
The Chronos escape room
prides itself on its use of

thrilling special effects and
props. Michelle Zhang,

owner Eric Zhang’s wife, is a
special effects and thriller

props expert, having
worked on the set of the

hit television show, 
“The Walking Dead.” 

In order to give an accurate description of what an es-cape room could be, a group of friends accompanied
me to three local escape rooms in the La Verne area.

Our objective was to see what these local rooms were, why
they were there, and how they could be your next best
place to be entertained. And, in case you think I am giving
all their secrets away, I have checked with the owners re-
garding how much you should know so not to spoil your in-
person experience. There are many surprises in store for you!

Chronos Escape Room in Pomona, 676 Fairplex Drive.
Phone: (909) 800-8812. 
Email: vip@chronosescaperoom.com
Owners Eric and Michelle Zhang have a scary themed

experience called “Awaken” waiting for you. When we ar-
rived at the location, we saw a large seemingly-abandoned
strip mall with blacked out glass walls. A printed banner
waved on top of the doors with Chronos’ name and logo.
We walked in and saw a waiting room with walls filled
with encouraging, “We survived with six minutes and 42
seconds left” type expressions.
The Zhangs opened this business April 2017 and have one

finished room with eight employees. To prepare us for the
experience, we received a briefing of the room’s rules before
Eric set the mood with a backstory of our fate. We were told
a story that resulted in us needing to figure out how to es-
cape from a murderer’s twisted game in the location of a
school. Zhang told this story to us while we were wearing
blacked-out glasses to “blindfold” us and to set the mood for
the creepy experience. Then, he told us that we had 60 min-
utes and unlimited clues with a walkie-talkie to finish the ex-
perience. Without clues, the pass rate for this room is 10 per-

cent. We were guided by
hand into the experience
with our blinding glasses
on. Once he said, “Begin,”
we took off the glasses and
began to survey the disar-
ray and eeriness of the
classroom in which we
were trapped.
My first reaction was

that it was linear. This
meant that you could not
move on until you solved
each puzzle in order.
There were no two puz-
zles that could be solved
at the same time, so some
of us were left to watch
others try to put some-
thing together while oth-
ers waited. Another obser-
vation: You needed to be
able to crawl to go
through areas that were
vital to the end results. The
technology of the room
mainly consisted of nu-

merical pin pads and some hydraulic and magnetic mech-
anisms. Incorporated were black lights and multiple props.
I was surprised to see math puzzles in the room. I have

seen poems that I have needed to decipher as well as jum-
bled word experiences, but never have I had to solve math
teasers. It was a change from other rooms, for sure. The
eight people I brought to do this room with me, finished
the experience with six minutes and 42 seconds left and
seven clues used.
Eric explained the experience he and his wife have made.

Eric and Michelle were first introduced to escape rooms in
China. They were inspired to make a room of their own
when they moved to America to incorporate what they like
about Asian escape room culture. “The rooms in China are
more tech-savvy than American rooms, and they use math.
In America, there are too many reading puzzles. Since math
is a universal language that everyone can understand, we
feel that we wanted to make that a large part of our room.”
They own 8,000 square feet of the location they are in and
are looking to take over the whole strip, which will put
them at 20,000 square feet to be used for more future
rooms. “We have the biggest room in all of LA County,”
says Eric. If you like spacious room experiences that get you
running around, then this is the place for you.
Eric’s wife Michelle was the main business inspiration.

She is a special effects make-up artist in the greater Los An-
geles area. “I’ve always been concerned about the details. I
wanted to display my abilities and create an experience that
was both realistic and fun,” says Michelle. Both Eric and
Michelle feel that their room stands above the rest by their
story and their usage of technology and decorations. The fu-
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Despite their excitement, they explain how the neighbor-
ing houses did not have the same sentiment at first. It was
through opening up the conversation that the Leclairs were
able to educate their neighborhood about the importance
of taking care of the bees. “When you’re out there taking
care of the bees, you can feel their energy and life force,”
Joe Leclair says. “Having that opportunity to talk to people
and show them our passion makes us feel like we’re doing
something good in the world.”
In a society where new technological advances are con-

stantly created, Munoz explains how his job will never be
taken away or compromised. “When you go to the site and
see how beekeepers do their job, people learn to appreciate
the product that they have on their table.” Beekeeping is
constant, tedious and tender loving care. “You need to ap-
preciate all of the hard work put in just because you want to
have honey in your cereal or shakes or green juice.”
Munoz says he will always love his job. Although the pay

is not the most ideal, it is very rewarding in many other re-
gards. “If you think you’re going to be rich being a bee-
keeper, it’s not going to happen,” he says. “As a beekeeper,
you really have to love your job and love your bees. You’ll
have money for your bills and other expenses, and you may
be driving an old truck like mine, but you’re going to be
happy and without stress. That’s the most wonderful pay.”n
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The sun shimmered in the deep blue sky as the
clouds began to fade. It was a very warm late Sep-
tember Friday morning. Beekeeper Joaquin
Munoz, Jill Leclair, hive owner, photographer Bre-
anna Ulsh and I were each helped into a stiff, off-
white canvas bee suit, which covered us from
head to toe. Included was an attached hood-hat
with a mesh front. Joe Leclair, hive owner, kept re-
minding me to push the hood-hat away from my
face so that the bees’ stingers could not reach my
bare skin. I felt like an astronaut exploring the
depths of the sun. I was hot, sweaty and appre-
hensive. This was all very strange.
We left the lush green grass, fruit trees and

flower covered backyard and started to enter the
bee sanctuary. Joe, who was watching us, stopped
me. “Are you wearing long socks?” I say, “No.” He
told me to wait for a minute as he walked in the
house to fetch his own socks for me to wear.
“Bees are ankle biters,” he says. “If you don’t have
the correct socks, they will crawl up your ankles
and get in your pants.” I changed into the correct
socks, thankful he noticed. 
I entered the fenced bee area with beads of

sweat rolling down my forehead. After properly
smoking the hives, Joaquin and Jill carefully
opened one of the boxes. Inside were about 10

different slots of dark orange honey combs, most likely
buckwheat honey. Joaquin says that you do not know the
type of honey until it is harvested. When Joaquin pulled
out one of the slots, pounds of honey poured down as
hundreds of bees crawled around the comb. A few bees
crawled on my arm and leg, but by then my fear was
gone. The suit was doing its job. 
“We don’t usually bring people to our sites because

they might cause an accident,” Munoz says. “But Joe
and Jill were so happy to have you here because they are
so kind, generous and believe people should start think-
ing differently about honey.” 
During this time, Joaquin recalled an unfortunate inci-

dent that happened at this site a few years ago. “We lost
all three of these hives once, and Joe and Jill were stand-
ing here crying about how they were never going to
have any more bees,” Joaquin says. “A whole swarm left
all at once. There were about 100 pounds of honey, and
the hive boxes were empty when they left. The bees took
the honey with them.” 
“I was sitting outside in the backyard when they all

left,” Joe says. He remembers a big black cloud of bees
over their house as the insects swarmed away. Bees can
fly up to two miles in search of pollen, which is the
foundation of their honey-making process. Although it is

ABOVE LEFT:With
eucalyptus leaves and
pieces of burlap coffee
bags, Joaquin Munoz, a
beekeeper for Aunt Willie’s
Apiary, prepares to smoke
the hives. The bees are
conditioned to understand
that the smoke is not
coming from a local
wildfire, and instead they
connect the smoke to the
presence of the beekeeper,
which prompts them to
remain calm as he enters
their honey chambers.

Getting to know bees
on a personal level
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As puffs of smoke smother three stacks of
hive boxes, the roar of hundreds of honey-
bees begins to grow. But what appears to be
chaotic distress in actuality is the complete
opposite. Combining eucalyptus leaves and
pieces of burlap coffee bags, beekeeper
Joaquin Munoz, working in the foothills of
San Dimas, hand fans smoke into the hive to
awaken the honeybees and to let them know
he is opening the hive boxes. He says the
strong, minty scented smoke lets the bees
know that it is not a local fire because there
are no eucalyptus leaves in the area. “The
smoke helps them connect with me,” Munoz
says. “Since they recognize the smell, I won’t
have to wear gloves in the future because
they won’t bother me.”
From San Diego to Santa Clarita, Munoz

visits three different beehive locations every
day as a full-time beekeeper for Aunt Willie’s
Apiary, a company that strives to sell raw nat-
ural honey locally. His hive tending route
ranges from local farms to family homes. In
all, Munoz takes care of nearly 300 beehives,
three of which belong to San Dimas residents
Joe and Jill Leclair. They live in a fenced-off
area 100 feet from all buildings; their yard is
adjacent to raw canyon land. In turn for giv-
ing space for the hives, the Leclair's receive
some of the organic honey, with the majority going to Aunt
Willie’s Apiary. “We don’t care about the money,” Jill
Leclair says. “Aunt Willie’s doesn’t pay us, and we don’t
pay them. We just want to help the bees, and we have had
the best time.” The honey Aunt Willie’s Apiary collects is
sold at local farmers markets.
At local farmers markets, shoppers can find Aunt Willie’s

Apiary honey, with prices ranging from $6.75 for an eight
ounce bottle to $85 for a 12 pound bottle. The company,
owned by Mark Hoppe, sells a variety of different types of

honey, such as buckwheat, orange blossom
and wildflower. And, of course, there are fla-
vored honey sticks for 25 cents each. 
Through the La Verne Farmers Market (which

closed Dec. 30, 2017), Munoz met Joe and Jill
Leclair. If ever there were a couple who epito-
mizes what it means to live an organic lifestyle,
it would be the Leclairs. Standing in their pres-
ence, one feels grounded with their calm, cen-
tering, healthy and inspiring herbal energy. As
a dedicated couple who house three beehives
in their backyard, the Leclairs blend a passion

for organic honey and natural pesticide alternatives while
contributing to the success of Aunt Willie’s Apiary. After
educating the Leclairs about the requirements to house
beehives, Munoz helped the eager couple set them up in
their backyard. “We always wanted to help the bees be-
cause we knew they were struggling out there, and we
wanted to be part of the cure, not the destruction of the
world,” Jill Leclair says. “It’s something small, but you have
to start somewhere.”
The Leclairs have had their beehives for nearly three years.
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AT RIGHT: After opening
the third hive, Beekeeper
Joaquin Munoz notices 
that the bees are not

looking as well as they
should be. Concerned by
this, he applies a solution 
to revive the bees. Jill and
Joe Leclair were heart-

broken after losing 
all of their bees about a 
year before. Today, with
Joaquin’s help, they are

very careful when it 
comes to keeping 
the hives healthy. 
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Walking around with the authority of a supervisor, a short
Guatemalan man with burn marks across his face and right
arm approaches me and asks if this were my first time visiting
the La Verne Farmer’s Market. Reluctant to answer, I nod my
head. Quickly, he introduces himself as Oscar De Leon,
farmers market manager. He proceeds to give me a tour of
the farmers market and explains what makes each vendor
unique. Grounded by his warmth and goodwill, I could tell
he was the kind of person who cares about others. Genuinely
nice people help for the sake of helping because they under-
stand that the world will become a better place because of it.
They are a rarity to find because they are not transactional,
and it is not a tit for tat world to them. Oscar is the exact man
I am looking for to help me understand the La Verne Farmers
Market. “I enjoy creating partnerships and the difference that
it makes,” Oscar says, summarizing his association. 
La Verne is not his only job. Oscar serves as a farmers mar-

ket manager in Riverside (two days a week), Moreno Valley
and Claremont. He explains how the city of La Verne in par-
ticular had been craving a farmers market and unsuccessfully
tried to create one about six times. It was when Oscar came
into the picture that the idea flourished. In conjunction with
Xela AID, Oscar was able to have the humanitarian organiza-
tion be the official sponsor of La Verne. Xela AID pursues in-
tegrated solutions to remove obstacles to education for im-
poverished children. Some of these solutions include health
care, mental health care, hygiene programs and emergency
services. Although Xela AID has been helpful in Oscar’s work
efforts, he also carries the organization close to his heart.
Growing up in the developing country of Guatemala, Os-

car had two goals: reconstructive plastic surgery and school.
“I got burned when I was 6 months old in Guatemala.”
Based on stories he was told as a child, his burns were a re-
sult of being trapped in a house fire. “I don’t really stop and
think about it as weird as it is for some people because it’s
not an issue for me,” Oscar says. “It may be an issue or obvi-
ous to some people, but for me it’s not and hasn’t stopped me
from doing what I wanted to do in life.” 
Nevertheless, Oscar’s hardships left him no time to focus

on school. Multiple surgeries were performed four hours
from his house, and his parents did not have the money to
drive him back and forth. “They would take me to
Guatemala City on the public bus, and I would have to stay
in the hospital for three to four weeks at a time,” Oscar says.
“That didn’t really help the idea of me going back to school
because I was away for so long.” It was not until he was 9
years old that he was put in school by the recommendation
of one of his surgeons. At age 14, Oscar’s parents had a goal

to get him further reconstructive surgery in the United States.
To achieve this, he explains how a couple from the United
States, one being the director and founder of Xela AID,
adopted him. “My adoptive parents were always very good
at staying in touch with my family in Guatemala,” Oscar
says. “When I started going to school, they got me involved
in martial arts and the boys and girls club and tried to make
me as comfortable as possible.”
As Oscar grew up, his adoptive parents encouraged him to

attend college. He first attended Pitzer College for a year, but
transferred to the University of La Verne because of the Com-
munications Department. Oscar finished his undergraduate
degree in journalism and later received his master’s degree at
La Verne. “During those years, I wrote for the Campus Times
and La Verne Magazine, and I was part of the International
Student Organization,” he  says. “I was very involved with
the Campus Times because I loved writing stories.”
Post graduation, Oscar’s adoptive father introduced him to

managing farmers markets. Working for Casa Colina, Oscar’s
adoptive father led an agricultural program for people with
disabilities, where they would grow a variety of plants, in-
cluding herbs and succulents. To sustain the program, the
produce is sold at farmers markets. Oscar started volunteer-
ing for him, and then
he was the one who,
along with commu-
nity members in
Claremont, opened
the Claremont Farm-
ers Market. “I started
volunteering there for
so long that I started
moving up the ladder
and became the assis-
tant manager.” 
Oscar says he ap-

preciates most speak-
ing with the vendors
and learning their sto-
ries. “Everybody that I
get to work with has a
life experience and a
unique background.
Each and every one
of them brings in a
different story that
makes me love what 
I do.” n

BELOW: Oscar De Leon,
manager at certified farmers
markets in Claremont,
Riverside and  Moreno
Valley, has duties that
include vendor recruitment,
permits and licenses, liaison
between vendors, working
with the fire department for
safety, and working with
the agencies regulating the
markets. Unfortunately, the
last La Verne Farmers
Market, after a three-year
run, was held on Dec. 30,
2017. “Because of the lack 
of attendance and low sales,
it was difficult to retain
farmers, and vendor
turnover was very high,”
Oscar says. 
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tough to confirm, Joaquin
suspects pesticide use in
the immediate neighbor-
hood as the likely cause
that drove the hives away.
But Joe and Jill did not

give up. There was a talk
with the neighbors about
their use of yard pesti-
cides. “It’s helped them
know not to use pesti-
cides,” Jill says. Supportive, the neighbors agreed to stop.
Starting fresh again, these three hives have called their
backyard home. Joaquin says the damaging effects of
pesticides and other harmful chemicals commonly used
on yard plants greatly harms bees. “Joe and Jill use more
natural oils [for pest control], and that’s why their bees
are alive and happy,” Joaquin says. “The honey you eat
will always be clean and without pesticides. If a bee gets
some pesticides from a flower, she’s not going to make it
to the hive and produce honey.”
At Aunt Willie’s Apiary, Joaquin explains that it is the

goal of every beekeeper to
save the bees. “Making a
decent income is ideal, but
when you sign up for the
job, keeping your bees
happy and healthy should
be your top priority,” he
says. “As you notice, as
soon as I see a disease in
the hive, it’s taken care of
right away—not the next

time or whenever I don’t feel like being lazy. No, you got
to take care of it soon.”
The uncertain future of honeybees resonates so

strongly with Joaquin that he even compares their attrib-
utes to the perfect society. “They never fight each other
for food or for anything.” Earlier, Joaquin assisted a
hatching bee escape from its egg. “When we tried to
help the bee hatch out of its shell earlier, there were a
couple of bees also trying to help. They help others suc-
ceed. If we pay attention and learn from bees, we will
find what it means to have the perfect society.” n

‘If we pay attention and 
learn from bees, we will 
find what it means to 

have the perfect society.’
—Joa quin Munoz,

Beekeeper

BELOW: In the hive, the
queen bee is kept separate
by the “queen excluder.”

This sheet of metal has slits
big enough for the worker
bees to get through, but 

the openings are too small
for the queen bee. The

queen bee is kept separate
from the other parts of the
hive so that the larvae she

produces does not mix 
with the honey sold to

consumers. Once the bees
hatch, they do not have 
any time to rest and are

sent to work immediately.




